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Foreword 

Human rights work and humanitarian action raise far-reaching conceptual 

and operational questions about the nature of the needs to be addressed. 

Accountability vis-a-vis both beneficiaries and donors, complementarity 

among the various organizations involved and the different types of action 

taken, and the relationship between human rights monitoring and the direct 

provision of assistance and services are among the key issues debated among 

humanitarian organizations. 

Moreover, the proliferation of agencies engaged in protection-related 

activities has heightened the need to clarity the concept of protection. 

The aim of the "protection workshop process", initiated in 1996, is to establish, 

together with a group of experts from NGOs and UN agencies concerned with 

human rights, humanitarian law and reliif, a forum for the purpose of sharing 

riflectiott and promoting understandittg of the professional principles that should 

govern protection activities. 

Background 

The first workshop: 

((International humanitarian law and protection" 

(Novelllber 1996) 

In 1996, the ICRC initiated a dialogue with human rights and humanitarian 

organizations on the question of protection during armed conflicts. The obj ec

tive was to reflect with others (some 30 NGOs, UN agencies and academics) 

on the stakes and impact of humanitarian and human rights action and to con

tribute to a better mutual understanding of operational practice in the field of 

protection. 
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The second workshop: 

"Protection - toward professional standards" 

(March 1998) 

The second workshop identified various dilemmas faced by human rights 

organizations and NGOs. Although some questions could be resolved by an 

improved exchange of information, it was clear that the issues at hand involved 

more than a simple compiling of "best practices": they required a strategic 

debate. 

The participants agreed on the need to define common standards of ref

erence to be used in devising their strategy and taking decisions with far

reaching consequences. 

After concentrating particularly on issues regarding operational practices 

aimed at preventing, halting or punishing violations of humanitarian and hu

man rights law, the workshop drafted a number of conclusions presented in the 

form of general guidelines and professional standards. 

The third workshop: 

"Protection - doing something about it and doing it well" 

(January 1999) 

The goal of this third meeting was to formulate and consolidate a conceptual 

framework which would enable the participating organizations to establish 

both effective strategies and sound professional principles. 

The proceedings allowed the participants to search for a common under

standing of the term "protection", and to identifY activities relevant to the pro

tection effort and to the professional standards formulated during the work

ing sessions on the basis of concrete case studies. 

The fourth workshop: 

"The challenges of complementarity" 

(February 2000) 

The fourth workshop focused on the issue of complementarity. The link be

tween military intervention and humanitarian action, in the light of the conflict 

in the Balkans, was examined; and the lessons learned from the difficulties of 

operating in certain contexts, taking Chechnya and Burundi as examples, were 

analysed so as to provide a clearer picture of ways in which the spheres of action 

of the various humanitarian organizations might be combined. 
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This workshop also saw the testing of models for" complementarity map

ping" (between humanitarian organizations), a tool designed to help clarifY the 

terms of reference of an operational strategy by analysing the context in which 

a particular operation is undertaken and optimizing each organization's spe

cific role. 

Structure of the report 

The present report is divided into six parts: 

Chapter I 
is devoted to the implications of military involvement in humanitarian activ-

ities. Using the case of the Balkan conflict of 1999, participants explored the 

relationship between military and humanitarian action and considered the 

challenges associated with maintaining a humanitarian space. 

Chapter Il 
is focused on the specific difficulties of operating by "remote control" in con-

texts where a field presence is limited or impossible. 

Chapter III 

explores the dilemmas associated with the issue of forced relocation or group-

ing together of populations. 

Chapter IV 
gives a practical example of the concept of a protection framework and a pre-

sentation of complementarity mapping. 

Chapter V 
provides information on initiatives taken by various institutions in the field 

of protection. 

Chapter VI 
proposes a summary of the initial conclusions and prospects for future action 

in the protection workshop process. 

The participants (see "List of participants" at the end of the volume) were 

asked to attend the workshop in their personal capacity. Their comments, while 

naturally reflecting the experience of their respective organizations, were not 

meant to constitute an official position. 
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Introductory statement 

by Ms Danielle Coquoz, 

Head of the Central Tracing Agency and Protection Division, 

ICRC 

This is the fourth edition of the workshop process on the issue of protection 

in practice. Primarily meant for human rights and humanitarian NGOs, it 

also welcomes representatives from research organizations and UN agencies. 

Owing to the participants' field experience and competence in international 

law, this workshop represents an excellent opportunity to make headway in the 

current debate on protection issues. 

The aim of the process is to give shape to an emerging common under

standing of what protection - for human rights and humanitarian organiza

tions - actually means and involves in practice. It is to help clarify what could 

and should be shared, and what is, and must remain, distinct in the various 

practices and approaches. 

The establishment of professional standards has been the overall theme of 

the workshop process. This has meant identifying a common grammar of ref

erence, coming to a better understanding of issues relating to protection in the 

field, and contributing to clearer identities and tools for human rights and hu

manitarian organizations. The legitimacy of diverse modes of action is not in 

question; on the contrary, diversity is considered an enriching factor. At no 

point has the intention been to lay down an easy list of hard and fast norms. 

Progress has been achieved in the definition of protection: it was agreed 

that it encompassed all activities aimed at obtaining full respect for the rights 

of the individual in accordance with the letter and spirit of the relevant bod

ies of law - mainly human rights, humanitarian and refugee law. Impartiality 

was considered an essential principle. Based on the information derived from 

the dilemmas discussed at the previous workshop, last year's meeting produced 

a framework for protection. The three levels of action contained within this 
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framework - responsive action, remedial action and environment building -

were not seen as sequential, but as the three necessary, concomitant compo

nents of protection. Each kind of action was broken down into all the spe

cific activities relevant to the protection effort; this analysis could prove to be a 

useful tool for planning purposes. This was done in such a way as to associate 

"assistance" and "protection" as usually referred to within a global protection 

concept rather than consider them as separate, distinct elements. 

Complementarity was selected as the main" angle" of the latest workshop, 

since while it had proved possible to arrive at a common definition of protec

tion, it still remained necessary to deal with the very different approaches and 

operational choices of various organizations active in the field. There was a need 

to clarify the different possible modes of action and their complementarity. 

The question of complementarity will be considered first through an ex

amination of the role of the military in the Balkans.The issue will be fur

ther discussed against the background of action in remote control, i.e. the 

conducting of operations from far away, when presence in the field is impos

sible. A third line of discussion will cover the question of forced relocation, 

concentrating on the case of the Great Lakes, and attempting to establish to 

what extent complementarity among actions could be achieved. On the third 

day of discussions, a presentation will be given on the protection framework 

in practice, taking as an example its application in the case of unaccompa

nied and separated children. A model for complementarity mapping will 

be submitted to the workshop, followed by a number ofinstitutional initia

tives in the field of protection: the Global IDP Project, the Refugee Train

ing Project (linked to the UNHCR Reach Out Initiative) ,  and an ICRC 

training project, principally for NGO personnel, on protection during armed 

conflict. 

I 
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Keynote address 

by Ms Fran�oise Krill, 
Deputy Director of Operations, 

ICRC 

General trends, the obstacles present in the field and an outline of 

ICRC strategies and priorities in 2000 

The international community, especially the Western countries, is pursuing its 

policy of resolving humanitarian problems by means of an approach encom

passing the political, military, legal and humanitarian domains. This resolve 

on the part of the Euro-Atlantic alliance will continue to be manifested in cer

tain parts of the world where NATO's strategic interests are at stake, namely 

in the triangle comprising the former Soviet Union, the Middle East and the 

Mediterranean region, at the crossroads of the Western, Orthodox/Slav and Is

lamic civilizations. Another obvious factor here is energy interests, because of 

the huge oil and gas reserves in these regions and slightly further east. Ulti

mately, this Euro-Atlantic alliance is founded on a common determination 

of the States concerned to protect themselves from the alarming developments 

occurring on the outer fringes of the new Empire. These include the destruc

tion, weakening, or collapse of the State caused by economic factors or the 

resurgence of issues of identity that give rise to political chaos, insecurity, il

legal emigration, organized crime linked to drug and arms trafficking, terror

ism, etc. Despite the solemn declarations by heads of government expressing 

their intention to take action wherever violations of international humani

tarian law and/or human rights occur, such action is unlikely outside the tri

angle mentioned above. 

Obstacles to the conduct of humanitarian operations 

• In 1999, access to victims of conflicts and situations of violence was disrupted 

at key moments in several major operational contexts. The security of vic

tims and those who bring them aid is clearly a major and constant constraint. 
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Although the number of staff killed or wounded has remained stable for the 

past two years, this is not because operational contexts have become
. 
less dan

gerous, but because daily analyses of the hazards by heads of delegatIOns, sup

ported by the security unit, allow measures to be taken rapidly. In this regard, 

a number of evacuations took place in 1999 for security reasons. 

• The tendency to "demonize" the opposition, treating them as terrorists or 

even criminals to be fought by all means possible, makes the ICRC's work 

more difficult. The ICRC has great difficulty in j ustifying its wish to estab

lish contact with groups branded as terrorists and criminals when the inter

national community, in particular the dominant Euro-Atlantic alliance, wants 

to marginalize, exclude, or even prosecute them. It is very hard to make it clear 

that if these groups fulfil certain conditions, they are parties to conflict within 

the meaning of Article 3 common to the four Geneva Conventions. 

• In the light of the international community's desire to pursue so-called 

"humanitarian" wars, which encompass humanitarian, political, military and 

legal action, an organization such as the ICRC, which wants to remain inde

pendent and does not discuss matters relating to jus ad bellum, runs the risk of 

being relegated to the sidelines. 

• In Africa and elsewhere, poverty levels in the contexts where the ICRC is 

working make it increasingly difficult to draw the line between emergency and 

development situations. 

• The ICRC's top priority remains its ability to take action in aid of victims 

of conflict and situations of violence. Currently, the ICRC is working in 

60 operational contexts in order to deal with the effects of some 30 armed 

conflicts, several of which are "stalled", not counting post-conflict situations. 

W ithout wishing to be pessimistic, the ICRC believes that the global situation 

will not improve in 2000, as indicated by the worldwide trends outlined above. 

General ICRC strategies and priorities in 2000 

• More than ever before, the ICRC will be alert to issues of humanitarian 

staff security. Unfortunately, in the future measures for evacuating delegates 

and local staff may have to be stepped up. The ICRC will foster contacts with 

State and non-State entities involved in violence, even where the interna

tional community considers them to be paramilitaries, terrorists or criminals. 
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It will take every possible opportunity to point out that these entities, where 

they fulfil certain conditions, have rights and obligations under international 

humanitarian law by virtue of Article 3 common to the Geneva Conventions, 

if not by virtue of Additional Protocol H. 

• The ICRC will continue to defend independent humanitarian action 

against any political, military or legal interference, without objecting to other 

organizations conducting other forms of humanitarian activity which might 

not be independent or neutral, as long as it is impartial. The ICRC will em

phasize its specific role as an organization guided not only by the principle of 

impartiality but also by those of independence and neutrality which it alone 

can implement simultaneously by virtue of its statutes. 

• The ICRC will continue to monitor closely the development of all kinds of 

coordination initiatives, while distancing itself from moves to appoint a hu

manitarian ombudsman. 

• The ICRC will continue to discharge its protection and assistance man

date for the civilian population (displaced and resident population) in con

flict situations. 

• As regards other humanitarian organizations, UN-related or NGOs, wher

ever possible the ICRC will maintain and strengthen dialogue at the highest 

level, but also, and above all, in the field, in order to establish common strate

gies.The ICRC has drawn up objectives based on its mandate which take due 

account of its specific role, while at the same time encouraging and mobiliz

ing complementary action by other humanitarian organizations. 

• Protection activities for people deprived of their freedom will be developed, 

taking into account the need in many contexts to address the situation in hu

manitarian terms of the entire prison population, and the increase in the num

ber of international mechanisms and inter-agency rivalry in the area of pro

tection of detainees. It is worth mentioning that in 1999 the ICRC visited 

216,000 detainees in 66 countries. 

• Special attention will be given to the specific needs of women and chil

dren. For children, the main aims are to identifY risks and prevent exposure to 
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danger (in particular forced enlistment), to restore family links and ensure 

proper treatment of children - especially those held in detention - and fi

nally to rehabilitate children and reintegrate them into their communities, in 

accordance with the resolution adopted by the Council of Delegates in 1999. 

With respect to women affected by armed conflict, the ICRC decided at the 

27th International Conference to make this an official priority and has 

launched a comprehensive study on the issue. 

• Major needs will have to be met in the field of war surgery and other med

ical activities carried out in conflict situations as well as in the field of water 

and habitat (the ICRC will focus on the categories of people considered 

as priorities for ICRC assistance, i.e. detainees, the war-wounded, resident 

populations and displaced people). 

The promotion of international humanitarian law in the broad sense 

_ that is, persuading States to ratifY treaties and to incorporate humanitarian 

law into national legislation - will continue to be a prime concern for the 

ICRC, particularly in its regional delegations. 

• 
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Chapter I 

The involvement of the military 
in humanitarian activities 

( 

"The involvenlent of the nlilitary in hUnlanitarian activities: chal

lenges and consequences" was discussed using the Balkans as an example, 

through the following two questions: 

• the concept of "hunlanitarian war": mere contradictory vocabulary or 

deeper incompatibility? 

• the involvenlent of the nlilitary in hUnlanitarian activities: what are 

the main areas of complementarity, and of friction or incompatibility? 

The concept of "humanitarian war" 

The Kosovo conflict has frequently been referred to as a "hunlanitarian 

war"; the term "humanitarian strikes" has even been heard.This goes beyond 

a simple question of semantics, and is indeed actively pernicious. History shows 

that war is waged when strategic (territorial, economic, ideological) issues are 

at stake. Since war is essentially political in nature - the result of a desire to 

transform a balance of power through force - the word "humanitarian" is 
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inapplicable. Arguably, the UN intervention in East Timor was the first war 

carried out for humanitarian reasons, but it might not have taken place if the 

Kosovo conflict had not been so fresh in all memories. However even if the 

motivation behind the war was the defence of human rights, it does not nec

essarily follow that the war was humanitarian - simply that human rights had 

been added to the list of reasons for making war.Yet while a war waged mainly 

to defend human rights could be presented as a "just war", thus feeding pro

paganda, it is unlikely that the Russian and Serb populations during the 

Kosovo conflict understood the term humanitarian, as applied to this war. 

Humanitarian organizations should remain resolutely opposed to the con

cept of "just war", since it paves the way for new distinctions amongst victims 

("good" and "bad"), thus disrupting the notion of impartiality. 

When viewing these questions against the background of the military in

tervention in Kosovo between the end of March and early June 1999, we can 

see that the strategic choices made during this conflict, such as using predom

inantly high-altitude air strikes, were designed to minimize military casualties, 

and in this they were extremely successful. A zero military-casualty strategy 

would appear to overturn humanitarian law by admitting the legitimacy of 

civilian casualties and the destruction of civilian assets in order to protect 

military lives and material. The strategy may even have abetted the process of 

ethnic cleansing . 

Involvement of the military in humanitarian activities 

The same armies that were engaged in the fighting deployed major resources 

to shelter huge numbers of refugees flowing into Albania and Macedonia. Mil

itary involvement in humanitarian action has increased over recent years, in

cluding in many of the areas that were once the preserve of humanitarian or

ganizations: transport, evacuation, camp construction, food distribution, 

medical activities, ete. Did the continued presence of military personnel in the 

camps make them legitimate military targets? This raises the issue of COnl

plenlentarity and cOnlpatibility. In the Kosovo example, one unusual fac

tor, besides the intensity of military involvement in humanitarian activity, was 

the fact that the same armies waging war on one side of the border were pro

viding humanitarian aid on the other side; usually, this task would be under

taken by specific peace-keeping forces. 
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Clearly, it is attractive for governments to use their armies in humanitar

ian activities, which have a highly positive image. Taxpayers at home are likely 

to appreciate the humanitarian use of large military capacities which they 

might otherwise perceive as underemployed. Armies are also good at logistics 

and can deploy enormous means efficiently, a fact which can hardly be ignored 

in major crises. Last but not least, military forces can be better controlled than 

NGOs and other humanitarian organizations. 

• However, since military presence necessarily depends on political interest, 

the principle of impartiality is not likely to be respected. A number of ques

tions arise: 

• Does the provision of humanitarian aid by the military reduce humanitar

ian work to mere relief distribution? What becomes of protection activities? 

• An inherent contradiction might arise, as in Somalia, where the population 

receiving humanitarian aid from the military came to reject the military ac

tion of the same armies. This could seriously jeopardize the humanitarian 

agenda. Could it be argued that humanitarian activities by an army are by de

finition subordinated to military objectives, thus reducing the scope of the hu

manitarian work that can take place? Is securing order part of military hu

manitarian activity, or simply a military activity enabling humanitarian 

organizations to carry out their work? 

• Were some of the humanitarian activities carried out by the military, under 

certain defined conditions, compatible with the work of humanitarian orga

nizations, and if so, which ones? 

The term "humanitarian war" is problematic. Although the legal case for 

forcible armed intervention is doubtful, humanitarian organizations have on 

occasion supported, even called for, such intervention on humanitarian 

grounds. Action to stop the genocide in Rwanda was an example. 
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Can a military intervention be humanitarian? 

• In principle, military intervention on humanitarian grounds is not inherently 

contradictory, provided a number of criteria are fulfilled: 

• there would have to be a major humanitarian crisis; 

• there would be no political alternative means of resolving that crisis; 

• any intervention would have to be internationally sanctioned, probably by 

the UN Security Council; and 

• there would have to be a reasonable chance of success. 

Recent political rhetoric concerning armed intervention has been highly 

interesting: 

• The British Prime Minister, Mr Blair, gave a speech in Chicago in 1999, in 

which he stated that the principle of non interference needed to be quali

fied: acts of genocide could never be a purely internal matter; when oppres

sion produced massive flows of refugees, unsettling neighbouring countries, 

then they could properly be described as threats to international peace and se

curity. Before intervening, it was necessary, first, to be sure of the case; sec

ond, to have exhausted all diplomatic possibilities; third, to have undertaken a 

practical study of the situation to ascertain whether military action could be 

sensibly and prudently undertaken; fourth, to be prepared to remain on the 

sites of the conflict after the cessation of fighting; and finally, to determine 

whether national interests were at stake. 

• The US President, Mr Clinton, explained that the US intervention in Haiti 

was undertaken to secure US interests, to stop brutal atrocities against Haitians, 

to secure US borders, and to preserve stability and promote democracy. 

Intervention in humanitarian action by armed forces raises the question of 

whether humanitarian organizations can ever become associated with action 

inspired by political goals, and at the same time remain humanitarian. Typical 

interventions in countries in transition by peace-keeping forces pose less of a 

problem, since such interventions are normally carried out with the consent 

of the country in question. Nonetheless, tensions do exist between the role of 

the military as de facto parties to the conflict, and their role as the protectors 
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of the civil population and protectors or providers of aid. It is necessary to de

cide whether these questions pose fundamental problems for hu

manitarian organizations in their relationship with the military, or 

whether they simply indicate that a degree of caution is called for. 

At all events, the reality is that humanitarian organizations are obliged to act 

alongside the national or international military, or even alongside rebel forces, 

since they are often dependent on them to secure access. East Timor is an 

example. The military can play a crucial role in the provision of logistical sup

port and in repairing infrastructure essential to relief, but as actual providers of 

relief their presence is more problematic. Such action might not prove cost-ef

fective. Moreover, the provision of relief needs to be based on a set of skills, 

judgements and principles which are not commonly shared by humanitari

ans and the military. Recent experience in Albania has shown the positive as

pects of logistical aid provided by the military. However, military installation 

of refugee camps, established without the advice of experienced site plan

ners, proved to be badly designed in a number of cases, again raising a simple 

question of competence. 

One fundamental question is whether the standards to which humanitar

ian organizations operate would be compromised by too close an association 

with the military, thus threatening humanitarian independence, impartiality 

and neutrality. It is worth considering whether humanitarian action should be 

accomplished by humanitarian organizations alone, or whether States and 

other entities could not carry it out just as well. 

A participant provided information on the recent independent evaluation of 

UNHCR operations in the Kosovo crisis. 1 This very wide-ranging document 

covered many questions, including that of cooperation with the military. The 

evaluation concluded that the NATO/UNHCR partnership had been a 

mixed blessing, but UNHCR had had no option but to accept NATO's terms 

1 "The Kosovo refugee crisis, an independent evaluation of UNHCR's emergency preparedness and 

response", UNHCR's Evaluation and Policy Analysis Unit, Report 2000/001, February 2000. 
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and should perhaps have done so as early as 1998.Two conditions should have 

been met for UNHCR involvement with the military: that the action be sanc

tioned by the UN, and that there be no alternative, if substantial suffering or 

major loss of life was to be avoided. The evaluation considered that the part

nership placed UNHCR's impartiality and neutrality at risk, given that the ac

tion in Kosovo was not sanctioned by the UN, and could be seen as enforce

ment action. The publication highlighted the deliberate decision by the States 

to channel their resources through NATO or through their national military 

forces, rather than through UNHCR. 

The concept of "humanitarian war" 

It was suggested that international humanitarian law was based on the 

premise that war could be humanitarian if its rules were respected. 

The strength of this body of law was that it took no position. Regarding the 

question of "just war", it could be argued that NATO intervened in Kosovo 

because humanitarian organizations had been calling for action to be taken for 

10 y ears. The question of sovereignty also raised problems for humanitarian ac

tivities. NATO had been charged with illegal intervention since its actions had 

not been sanctioned by the Security Council. However, if this criticism was 

based on support for the principle of sovereignty, why then were NGOs not 

held to the same principle? Was it acceptable to ignore sovereignty in instigat

ing humanitarian activities, but not in cases of military intervention? 

It was recalled that the focus of humanitarian organizations clearly had to 

remain on those in need of help. The environment was unavoidably political, 

and while compromises alway s had to be made to reach people requiring as

sistance, the military should not be allowed to dictate what humanitarian ac

tion should be taken. There was a need to define a number of very frequently 

used terms, such as "protection", "neutrality " and "impartiality".W hen re

sources were stretched, moral choices had to be made, and this meant that neu

trality was not an absolute. "Humanitarianism" was another term ripe for clar

ification, as was "non-political": what could the latter mean when applied to 

NGOs governed by states? "Sovereignty" was a further term which appeared 

vague. Complementarity of action with the military would be simpler if there 

were a larger body of shared terminology between humanitarian organizations 

and the armed forces. 
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It was accepted that the notion of "hmnanitarian war" was an oxy

Itloron. The concept of "the right of interference" also. This ambiguity 

stemmed from the linkage of real humanitarian action under humanitarian law, 

with the possibility of launching military intervention in situations which pre

sent a threat to peace and security under ChapterVII of the UN Charter. This 

could lead to the politicization of humanitarian action, meaning that organi

zations would have more difficulty in gaining access to victims, since their 

action would become less acceptable to the belligerents. When soldiers were 

given a humanitarian mandate in situations of massive violations of human 

rights and humanitarian law, it "disarmed" the NGOs. Humanitarian action 

had to be carried out by independent NGOs, in accordance with a certain 

number of principles. States should ensure respect for international humani

tarian law, and one role of the military remained to stop the crimes. 

A participant found the concept of "huItlanitarian war" deeply 

shocking, and stressed that the notion of "just war", which originated at the 

time of the Crusaders, in fact legitimized aggression. This was apparent in the 

Kosovo conflict, where NATO refused to discuss its legal obligations towards 

the State against which it was directing action. Another participant replied that 

this was siItlply a probleItl of vocabulary. The strength of humanitarian 

law lay in its assumption of legal rules: this did not make the war humane. The 

link between civilians, the military and humanitarians was not new and was 

covered by international humanitarian law. How different was aid supplied 

by troops, directed by governments, from aid provided by NGOs, 60 per cent 

of whose budgets came from the same governments? In Kosovo, the vast ma

jority of NGOs present had come from NATO countries - did the Serbs per

ceive them as truly independent from the armed forces? 

The specificity of the United Nations in respect of huItlan rights 

and huItlanitarian law was highlighted. The basis of humanitarian law was 

the refusal to take a position of condemnation and its aim was to minimize the 

impact of war. The legal framework of the UN was based more on human 

rights law, the ultimate objective of which was to bring an end to violence. 

This was the fundamental difference between the UN and the ICRC man

dates. UN reports had recently been published on Srebrenica and R wanda, the 

former of which argued that the failure to provide humanitarian aid in Bosnia 

was in large part due to the lack of military action, firstly in the provision of 

peace keepers to protect civilians, and secondly in initiating air strikes to deter 

attacks against the safe area of Srebrenica.The Rwanda report also concluded 
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that there were insufficient peace keepers and a lack of military intervention. 

The UN therefore acknowledged that military means could be used to stop 

crimes against humanity. 

Neutrality and iItlpartiality were two distinct concepts. While neu

trality could imply refusing to take action when faced with a situation that was 

morally wrong, impartiality involved providing help irrespective of political 

standpoint. Ultimately, it was necessary for the beneficiaries to decide on 

whether they wanted help, and if so of what sort. 

It was pointed out that the use of war to stop huItlan rights violations 

and alleviate suffering was usually the last option after a long series 

of failures. The Code of Conduct 2 provided a more solid basis for humani

tarian work than was normally acknowledged. Most humanitarian organiza

tions were committed to this Code. The Code did not speak of neutrality, but 

of impartiality and independence. The military was not committed to the prin

ciples of the Code, therefore the line between NGOs and the military was in 

no way blurred. Under certain circumstances, a choice might be made to work 

with the military, in order to be able to reach out to all who suffered. 

Some participants stated that their organizations opposed Illilitary ac

tion for huItlanitarian reasons, though the instance of Rwanda had come 

closer than any other to changing their view of the matter. On the basis of 

an experience such as that in Kosovo there could never be any grounds for a 

human rights organization to support military intervention. Much action 

could be taken within countries to stop outbreaks of abuse, and certain forms 

of international pressure, short of military intervention, could prevent crises 

from worsening. Once a situation such as that in Kosovo orTimor had de

veloped, it was important that those living through the crisis, the victims, 

should play a role in deciding what aid was required.While in practice this role 

would be difficult to determine, before deciding to intervene States could at 

least take into account the long-term impact that their action might have on 

the country in question. It was conceivable that 10 years of diplomacy in 

Kosovo could have produced a situation at least as acceptable as the one that 

obtains today, with less loss of life. 

A year's study had been undertaken on the ethics of so-called "humanitar

ian intervention". It had proved difficult to achieve consensus on the term 

2 "Code of Conduct for the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement and NGOs in 

Disaster Relief', ICRC, 1994. 
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"humanitarian" - did it refer to motivation, or results - and also on the term 

"intervention". The question was then approached from a different angle: what 

was the responsibility of the international community when a population was 

at risk within the borders of another state? This produced a more interesting 

response. Intervention did not necessarily mean high-altitude bombing, it 

could also include a ty pe of community policing. In a post-Cold War world, 

there was a danger that this blurring might be taken by Western military forces 

to justifY their existence, not no mention their budgets. 

A participant explained that it was clear that defence ministries aimed to 

become far more involved in humanitarian action. There was a need to define 

a policy in this field. There had been disagreement in Kosovo between the 

UNHCR and one KFOR commander, when the UNHCR had refused to 

recommend that Serbs return to Kosovo/ Albanian controlled villages.The po

litical role of an army could pose problems for humanitarian organizations, es

pecially when faced with protection issues of this kind. 

Some participants suggested that the military required a new purpose. The 

armed forces had developed a doctrine, a plan of how to manage humanitar

ian organizations, and they clearly wanted an integrated approach. Troops 

would provide logistics, and although they would be under civilian command, 

there would be a danger that humanitarian rhetoric might be used to con

ceal a political objective, thereby disrupting the notion of impartiality. The 

Kosovo conflict called into question the exact nature of humanitarian action, 

since the management of the crisis appeared to go contrary to the ideals of in

dependence, humanity, and protection of those in need of help and defence of 

their rights. A clear separation of objectives and spheres of responsibility was 

required, and this was blurred in the term "humanitarian war" . Among French 

NGOs, it was felt that humanitarian action had been used as a pretext and a 

trigger for military intervention. An action was properly called humanitarian 

according to the way it was carried out. Humanitarian action could not be car

ried out by soldiers, if respect for its fundamental principles was to be guar

anteed. 

It was felt that military forces were seeking a new role to fulfil. 

W hile it was improbable that the military would intervene outside the 

Russian/Mediterranean/Middle East triangle, intervention could nonetheless 

be expected within that area for strategic reasons, for example to defend en

ergy resources, or to counter terrorism or illegal immigration. High-ranking mil

itary staff had contacted the ICRC within the framework of civil-military 
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cooperation (CIMIC) for help with training. The military had logistic means 

and capacities which humanitarian organizations did not possess. Since the 

Albanian experience, the military appeared to have understood the difficulties 

involved in being a fighting force on one hand, and simultaneously a huma

nitarian force on the other. The question was to decide how far to cooperate with 

the armed forces within mechanisms such as CIMIC. Such cooperation could 

be extremely time-consuming and ultimately counterproductive. The ques

tion of cost also entered into the equation: taxpay ers might be reluctant to pay 

their armed forces to carry out work which could be more inexpensively done 

by humanitarian organizations. 

Cooperation between military and humanitarian organizations 

A participant suggested that if military involvement in humanitarian 

activity was inevitable, an attempt should be made to identifY basic 

requirements on both sides which might facilitate cooperation. 

It was becoming increasingly clear that the military were seeking a new area 

of activity. If humanitarian organizations helped them to find it, then they 

would effectively be reducing their own range of activities. It was essential that 

humanitarian operations continued to be just that, and that they be conducted 

on the basis of international humanitarian law. Should an armed intervention 

be necessary to prevent genocide, the decision to intervene should be taken by 

States, or by the Security Council. Since States must comply with international 

humanitarian law, the role of the military would be limited to providing what

ever security was needed for humanitarian organizations to carry out their 

work. 

A participant pointed out that UNHCR had been forced to withdraw from 

Kosovo during the military intervention there, despite pleas from NGOs for a 

wider protection mandate for that agency, and for the ICRC as well. Human

itarian organizations were on the scene before and after the intervention, but 

had to pull out while it was under way. The ICRC could provide a valuable 

lead in respect of action that could be taken by NGOs during crises. 

However, the military should not necessarily be considered as a monolithic 

block. The military were the tools of foreign policy. The focus should therefore 

be on the politicians, rather than on the military, who, it was to be hoped, did not 

make the decisions. Nor were the military necessarily killers with no conscience. 
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They did have a role defending people's lives. Humanitarian perceptions and 

dialogue would be broadened if the military participated in the discussions. 

Military involvement in humanitarian affairs existed and was likely to in

crease. NATO had established a large humanitarian action department, orga

nized seminars and invited NGOs. Two clear mandates existed. By definition, 

the military were following a political agenda, determined by government de

cisions. The NGOs' aid was delivered according to the interests of victims. 

Since the Kosovo conflict, much literature had appeared on military efficiency 

in building camps, building bridges, etc. It was necessary to determine the lim

its.A distinction should also be made between the military in their role as UN 

peace-keeping forces, and the military under NATO command. 

Emphasis should be given to the terms "integrity" and "legality". It was im

portant that the military should operate within a legal environment. Con

versely, there was a pronounced need for NGOs to define their own purposes 

and clarifY their own positions. In Kosovo, there were 350 NGOs and other 

organizations at work, while in Angola and the rest of the world, very little was 

happening. It was to be expected that the military should be tools of their gov

ernments, but humanitarian organizations were also to some extent the tools 

of their governments, since they went where the funding was to be found. 

The Balkan crisis had been triggered by 10 years of political or humanitar

ian stalemate. Human rights and humanitarian organizations had been present 

in the area for 10 years, during which they had witnessed abuses, arbitrary 

trials, disappearances, and so on, and yet had only sought to maintain their im

partiality, so as to be able to stay in the country. They had been aware of what 

was taking place in the area. Humanitarians could have lobbied for political 

support, rather than simply maintaining a neutral silence in the face of abuses. 

They also had a role to play in information sharing and advocacy to prevent 

the occurrence of crises. It was impossible to remain truly apolitical. A recent 

report by the Secretary-General of the United Nations, drafted by various UN 

agencies with the participation of NGOs and the ICRC, on the subject of the 

protection of civilians in armed conflict, called for political support, includ

ing military action, where necessary. Humanitarians should examine their 

overall aims, and decide who might be best employed to perform the various 

functions, and welcome any organization able to provide concrete assistance. 

The inevitability of increasing military involvetnent in hutnani

tarian affairs was reasserted. There was a need for humanitarian organizations 

to join the military I humanitarian debate at a higher level. When NGOs 
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obeyed their governments as to where they should and should not go, they 

were breaking their commitment to independence. Such obedience was cor

rect for the military, and this was an essential difference. MSF had phrased this 

nicely in refusing NATO aid in Kosovo, when they stated that "humanitarians 

don't wear military uniforms". 

A participant stressed the itnportance of the principle of legality. The 

law might provide answers. In providing assistance, humanitarian organizations 

were often operating in areas where there was a total lack of authority. In such 

cases, the military could prove to be very effective. 

It was suggested that it was difficult to tnake a distinction between 

peacetitne and non-peacetitne tnilitary action. A better distinction 

would be between combatant and non-combatant action. Corps of non-com

batants might be created, like the medical corps. This might provide a clearer 

basis for N GO cooperation. 

d 
• The concept of "humanitarian war" is generally unacceptable to humani

tarian organizations, even if presented by military figures as justified by human 

rights or humanitarian imperatives. The "humane conduct of war", on the 

other hand, is a quite different concept and indeed is what international hu

manitarian law seeks to achieve. 

• The humanitarians and the military are of a different nature, and must abide 

by specific and different principles. There is a need to insist on distinct and sep

arate objectives and spheres of responsibility. 

• Humanitarian action associated with military action runs the risk of com

promising independence and impartiality. Humanitarian action has to be inde

pendent and impartial, while the military has to obey the calls of government. 

• There is a need to clarifY humanitarian independence, especially given the 

fact that the funding source for humanitarian organizations is largely the same 

as for the military. This is needed to preserve the credibility of humanitarian 

action and the humanitarian organizations themselves. 
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• It is clear that dialogue with the military has to take place. Military involve

ment in humanitarian activities is a reality, is effective, and will presumably con

tinue. Means have to be found to work productively together. 

• A key topic for dialogue with the military concerns the important role they 

have in providing security needed for humanitarian organizations to carry out 

their work. 

• Dialogue with the military must take place as part of the dialogue and com

munication with the political entities controlling them. 

• When deployed for support functions, the military can help humanitarian 

organizations in a severe emergency crisis, but this support should meet a 

number of criteria and must remain exceptional. 

• The zero military-casualty policy, which in practice means high-altitude and 

massive air strikes, is at odds with the humanitarian imperative of protecting 

the civilian populations from the effects of hostilities. 

I 
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Action in remote control 

Remote control involves seeking ways to operate and interact in a situation 

where external constraints restrict field deployment. Taking the situation in the 

northern Caucasus as a background, the purpose of discussions was to raise a 

number of issues with a view to exploring the potential for complementarity 

in the region. 

Mter the first conflict in the Caucasus, from 1994 to 1996, humanitarian or

ganizations in the region faced a number of obstacles: the unresolved status 

of Chechnya, the de facto independence of Chechnya, and spreading crirni

nality within the region. For the ICRC, the murder of six staff members in 

Novye Atagi at the end of 1996 had obviously been of great significance. This 

event was crucial in influencing the ICRe's action in the Caucasus. The fact 

that only a handful of NGOs were working in the region was due to the pre

vailing insecurity. 

At the end of 1998 there was talk of civil war, and it was quite apparent that 

there were multiple factions with open differences in the region, and that hu

manitarians no longer had one single structure to deal with, but many groups 

following their own agendas. Beginning in the summer of 1999, a new con

flict was under way, and there was almost no contact with the various active 

groups. 

One of the lessons from Novye Atagi was the importance of taking a 

broader view of the whole area: not just the northern Caucasus, but the entire 

Caucasus region. There were five different dimensions in the conflict: 
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• the local dimension: the Chechen independence drive, and the fight against 

federal troops; 

• the ideological/religious conflict, and the building of an Islamic State in the 

northern Caucasus to the detriment of secular institutions; 

• the economic dimension, linked to the transit of oil and gas from the Caspian 

Sea to the west; 

• the regional struggle for influence between the powers in the region: the 

Russian Federation, Iran, Turkey, western Europe and Asia; 

• the internal politics of the Russian Federation, with the retirement of Boris 

Yeltsin, and the rise of VIadimir Putin, and the election process. 

A number of groups taking part in the ongoing conflicts had been identified: 

federal troops, pro-Russian militias, and other groups (the loyalists, the former 

opposition to Maskhadov, "criminal" groups, and ideological and religious 

groups). 

The main constraint to be assimilated was that of security. Inasmuch as the 

murder of ICRC staff went unsolved, the reasons behind it could be seen as 

still prevailing. Criminality, abduction and theft were rampant, and a top pri

ority for some of the groups active in Chechnya.There were considerable risks 

arising from the ongoing military activity, which was likely to expand into 

guerrilla-type action in the rear lines. A remote control system had had to be 

established when the ICRC decided to withdraw its expatriate staff.To be able 

to assess a situation without bias, access to all areas where needs were being re

ported was essential. This was not possible where such access required an 

armed escort. The ICRC was therefore not able to operate as it wished. 

Action through remote control implied that there was no first

hand information from an expatriate team. National staff on the scene 

had to supply the information, which could therefore be biased. There was also 

an economic factor, in that the national staff, besides being subject to pressure 

from the various groups operating in the region, also had an interest in keep

ing their jobs.A further disadvantage was that since in a remote control system 

decisions were not taken on the spot, response to calls for aid took longer. 
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When the ICRC withdrew from Chechnya the organization tried to es

tablish a system to cross-check information. Given the background of the 

many factions present in the area, if one group were given more authority than 

another, this might be seen as favouritism, and result in infighting. For this rea

son, an expatriate team was maintained in the northern Caucasus, capable of 

removing the burden of decision-taking from the local staff. The ICRC also 

decided to work not only with one group of local employees, but through the 

National Red Cross Society as well, and sometimes with a third partner. The 

expatriate team took on the role of arbitrator. 

The main problem was with protection.This implied having access to 

those in power: remote control ruled out such access. In order to reach certain 

areas, it was now necessary to travel under the protection of a given faction, 

which meant that it was impossible to gain access to the opposition and also 

impossible to visit detainees. It was therefore essential to open different chan

nels. In the case of the Russian authorities this had been relatively simple, and 

all channels were open. However, it was not possible in Chechnya, where so 

many factions were in operation. The ICRC had also taken the decision not 

to ask local staff to report on the conduct of hostilities, or possible violations 

of international humanitarian law, since their easy identification as the source 

of such information could place them in danger. Thus dialogue was being 

sought with the Russian authorities and with Chechen representatives. Action 

was called for: there were thousands of displaced people in the region who 

were definitely in need - not only the civilian population which had stayed 

behind in Chechnya, but also the people who had been arrested and detained 

in the country. 

( 

From 1995 until February 1998, MDM conducted an assessment and moni

toring mission for a psychiatric programme, which made partial use of remote 

control when it was impossible to send expatriate staff into Chechnya. Thus, 

local staff were working alone for periods of weeks or months. The 1996 mur

der of I CR C staff, the frequent kidnappings of 1997 and the Koshtel affair in 

1998 prompted the decision to operate by remote control. There was a need 
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to keep the programme going, even without expatriates, to help the internally 

displaced persons in the region. The remote control system was estab

lished by creating a network within the civilian population, identified 

in agreement with the legitimate Chechen government. An efficient network 

of medical, paramedical and extra-medical local staff was put into place, and 

expatriate staff were used only for logistics and administration. It was neces

sary to employ local people in the jobs previously occupied by expatriates. In 

some cases this was done through internal promotion, since MDM had been 

working with the same people for a period of four years. The translator had 

thus become administrator/coordinator. 

A remote control mission would be implemented as follows: the first task, 

in France, would be to determine the objective, in a meeting with the mission 

leaders. Next, the mission leaders would go into the field to open a base office, 

meet local people and explain how the mission should be carried out.Two lo

cal staff members would go into Chechnya on a two-day mission to assess the 

roads and security, and to contact the authorities and the hospital director with 

whom links were sought. Further meetings in the base office would be held 

to determine whether the objectives were achievable or not. In the affirma

tive, two expatriates would return with the locals to meet the hospital direc

tor, assess the situation and establish the methodology for achieving the mis

sion's aims. Local staff would then be given the task of transporting equipment 

where it was needed. Monitoring would be performed with or without ex

patriates. 

Remote control made it possible to maintain uninterrupted op

erations, without any expatriate presence. Secondly, it gave greater au

thority to local people, who accepted more dangerous responsibilities. They 

could also provide information about the situation within Chechnya, and they 

made it possible to maintain continuous dialogue with people in the region 

and with the government. On the other hand, there was a possibility of los

ing control of the programme, and there were occasional cultural problems: 

for example, Chechen men were not always willing to take orders from 

women. There was, moreover, a possibility that families and clans might take 

over the programme, or that lack of first-hand knowledge might sometimes 

prejudice MDM's understanding of a situation. 
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The participants split into two groups and worked on the case study in Annex 1. 

Working Group 1 

Chairperson: 

M. Griffiths (IHD) 

Rapporteur: 

J. Pejic (ICRC) 

For Working Group 1, the presence of humanitarian organizations in a re

mote control situation, such as Chechnya, was acceptable under certain con

ditions, as follows: 

• There must be a trusted local base on which to rely as a reference point for 

strategic decisions. The absence of a pre-existing local base would make it very 

difficult for a new organization, without contacts, to enter the field. Having a 

local network in the field before the conflict breaks out is therefore an invalu

able asset in situations of remote control action. 

• Ultimate decision-making is the responsibility of expatriate staff, therefore a 

degree of expatriate presence is necessary. The approach of expatriate staff 

should be "nalve" and discreet. Some participants felt that if an expatriate pres

ence is not possible in the field, it is better to give responsibility to local staff 

who are able to evaluate the situation in terms of risks, access, ete. 

• Certain types of activity are easier than others in remote control situations: 

for example, targeted medical assistance might prove easier to monitor than 

other types of assistance. The type of action taken depends on conditions on 

the ground, and organizations should change strategy according to their abil

ity to manage the security and accountability issues involved. 
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• Information is acquired and verified through the trusted local network. It 

could under certain circumstances be shared with others, for example jour

nalists and other NGOs. 

• Without a presence in the field, full-fledged protection activities are very 

difficult. In remote control situations local staff able to travel throughout the 

country could perform an indirect protection function and collect information. 

• A local base is the key to ensuring the security of expatriate staff and the op

eration as a whole. The relation between expatriate and local staff had to be 

based on "transparent" dialogue, bearing in mind that pressure on local staff is 

greater and that they do not have the same protection as expatriates. Security 

for local staff must be evaluated before they take over operations (preparation, 

willingness to continue the action, etc.) .  

Working Group 2 

Chaiperson: 

B. Eshaya-Chauvin (ICRC) 

Rapporteur: 

A. Torbjornsen (UNHCR) 

Working Group 2 had before it the question of whether there were circum

stances which might prevent NGOs from carrying out their activities, or 

whether it was necessary to act at any price. 

• Assistance by remote control was not a favoured method; some organizations 

would not operate under such conditions, since monitoring and control by in

ternational staff was not possible. In-depth knowledge of the area and people 

was required: capacity building and preparation of the local staff were crucial. 

Remote control also took place in Somalia and Sierra Leone, though in those 

countries the lack of security was of a different sort than in Chechnya. 

• Some felt that assistance should not be provided by remote control, but that 

more use should be made of diplomacy and advocacy on behalf of victims. 
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Security was important for humanitarian staff, since without it there could 

be no humanitarian assistance, but it was also important for victims. In the 

lengthy discussion regarding whose choice it should be to stay in or leave a 

country, there was general agreement that it was a management responsibil

ity, and not exclusively an individual responsibility. 

• Protection was hardly possible at all in Chechnya. There was, however, some 

possibility of providing protection in neighbouring areas.ACF was one of the 

only organizations to go into Chechnya - if they had not be able to do so, they 

would not have been present in the region at all. Cooperation in informa

tion gathering would help a great deal, in particular by making it possible to 

obtain a clearer picture of the situation within the country. 

• It was also noted that if the organization had an established local basis in 

Ingushetia, which expatriate staff (based in Moscow) were able to visit regu

larly, close remote control was acceptable, but if the distance became too great, 

and it was impossible for international staff to obtain regular, first-hand in

formation on the situation, operations should be suspended. 

How to preserve a humanitarian space? 

In response to the question as to why the international community was not 

attempting to increase security in Chechnya, so as to enable NGOs to go 

about their work there, it was suggested that no one was prepared to confront 

the Russian State and army to achieve that aim. 

Some participants felt that an important role of humanitarian organizations 

was to contribute ideas to governments on how to improve the humanitarian 

space within their countries, since they felt that governments were in general 

short of ideas in this connection. This was part of advocacy. Since humanitarian 

organizations were in contact with the parties involved in the crisis, they were 

well placed to have ideas. The question of remote control was one which 

would have to be dealt with. 
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The key problem was the conduct of hostilities, and of defining the point 

at which the attack was breaching the law of war. The methodology for defin

ing breaches was in its infancy, and the analysis of the legal norms could lead 

to some very uncomfortable conclusions in respect, for example, of the ques

tion of legitimate, acceptable targets. It could be more useful to consider a 

situation from the angle of its consequences in humanitarian terms than to 

wrestle with questions of its legality. It was possible to quantify results of an in

tervention, by recording the number of deaths, the number of displaced per

sons, the number of persons who had lost their homes, their jobs, etc. 

Collection of information 

There was a clear lack of knowledge of what was happening in Chechnya. 

Human rights organizations had a duty to provide documented evidence, and 

did not appear to be doing so in this instance. Regarding the problem of col

lecting information, a participant working in Africa explained that it was most 

effective to concentrate one's efforts at a relatively low level, such as that of tra

ditional chiefS or very small religious groups. These were often fruitful sources 

of information. 

The type of information to be collected was raising new questions. For 

instance, should the UNHCR, while gathering information in a refugee camp, 

also seek information about the situation inside the country of origin? This 

would imply a broader mandate than simply looking after the refugees' needs. 

What information should the ICRC share in the case of Chechnya, and 

what should it withhold? A participant explained that humanitarian workers 

obtained information mainly from the people who received assistance. Med

ical teams asked victims what their experiences had been, but the resulting ma

terial was very sensitive and required verification and cross-checking. There 

should be a clear strategy for using this information. 

Sharing of information 

Mr Richard Towle (UNHCR) said that for the HCR, the information sought 

in refugee camps was of a technical sort, but also concerned human rights vi

olations. UNHCR had no highly developed policy regarding the sharing of 
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this information. However, its policy was increasingly open regarding infor

mation which others needed. Staff security and security of sources, or the 

question of operational integrity might sometimes militate against sharing in

formation. Information was regularly supplied, on a confidential basis, to the 

six UN human rights committees. 

A participant noted that in the past, the ICRC had spoken out against 

violations only in cases where it had first-hand information. In a remote con

trol situation, such as Chechnya, this was impossible, but the ICRC never

theless had an obligation to use information provided by NGOs, such as 

MDM, who were going into the country under highly hazardous circum

stances. Could organizations such as Amnesty International and the ICRC 

train other organizations to gather information scientifically, and verify it, or 

obtain it from credible sources? 

Ms Danielle Coquoz explained that the ICRC was allowed access to cer

tain places and situations on condition that confidentiality was maintained. 

When a pledge of confidentiality did not work as a tool to reach humanitar

ian objectives, then the organization could go ahead with disclosure. The in

formation available to the ICRC was being used, but in confidential dialogue 

with the parties and, selectively, with the Russian authorities, and also with the 

Chechen authorities abroad. 

Remote control action resulted from the failure of all concerned authori

ties to preserve humanitarian space, and the impossibility for humanitarian or

ganizations to be present at the scene of action. It is therefore a "last-resort" 

approach and by no means a favoured or adequate way of carrying out hu

manitarian action . 

• As much control should be retained as possible, and remoteness should be 

limited. Specific questions, such as to how to handle local and international 

staff, need to be addressed. 
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• Remote control action is acceptable under certain conditions: there must be 

a national network available and willing to continue the action, the security 

situation for local staff must be assessed and there must be a possibility of reg

ular visits from expatriate staff to review the situation directly. 

• In a remote-control context like Chechnya, defining the point at which the 

conduct of hostilities became violations is extremely difficult if not impossi

ble. It could be useful to consider a situation from the angle of its consequences 

in humanitarian terms, rather than wrestling with questions of its legality. 

• Collection and sharing of information is a key issue in situations of remote 

control. Taking into account the fact that direct access to sources of informa

tion is limited, the information flow with other humanitarian organizations 

must be maximized. This issue must be thought through in terms of comple

mentarity. 

• In remote control action, some programmes, such as medical ones, are more 

easily carried out than others, and constitute a valuable though not unique 

source of first-hand information regarding protection. 

• Contributing ideas to governments on how to improve the humanitarian 

space within their countries should be part of humanitarian agencies' advo

cacy strategies. 

11 
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Forced relocation of populations 

Forced relocation creates situations where humanitarian organizations can be 

present on the scene of crisis, but only under certain, very strict conditions. 

• 

H 

The problem of forced relocation has arisen in the Great Lakes region on sev

eral occasions in recent years. Humanitarian organizations wishing to oper

ate in the region have had to decide for themselves how to provide assistance 

and protection to these displaced groups. The relevant law limiting forced dis

placements, including Article 17 of Protocol n,3 which might have provided 

a legal basis for the provision of assistance and protection, was used by one gov

ernment ministerto justify the displacements in the first place. Given the dif

ficulty involved in reaching the displaced people, it appeared impossible to 

assist and protect them. Since assistance of a permanent sort might allow gov

ernments to continue the displacement policy, was limited, life-sustaining as

sistance therefore an appropriate strategy? The implementation of this strategy 

is difficult, since it involves a series of impossible choices, such as the distri

bution of tarpaulins only to the most vulnerable, the piping of water only to 

3 Article 17, Additional Protocol 11 of 1977: Prohibition of forced movement of civil ians 

"i. T he displacement of the c iv il ian population shall not be ordered for reasons related to the 

confl ict unless the security of the civil ians involved or imperative mil itary reasons so demand. 

Should suc h displacements have to be carried out, all possible measures shall be taken in or 

der that the civilian population may be received under satisfactory condit ions of s helter, hyg iene, 

health, safety and nutrition. 

2. Civil ians s hall not be compelled to leave their own terr itory for reasons connected with the 

confl ict." 
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certain locations, and so forth. Moreover, interviews with displaced groups 

show that the people do not really feel that the assistance they receive helps 

them greatly. Their real desire is to return to their homes to work. 

If limited assistance is unsuccessful in helping displaced people, then should 

massive assistance be undertaken, by a maximum number of NGOs acting to

gether? The final option to address is whether zero assistance is an option. 

Though tempting, as a means of preventing governments from using the pol

icy of forced relocation to manipulate NGOs, the consequences of this choice 

could be appalling. 

In the region concerned by forced relocation, there was no guarantee of se

curity for humanitarian workers, and no guarantee against attack. The whole 

region was extremely dangerous. 

The humanitarian community accepted, as a concession to the military at 

the outset of the situation, to go into the camps on a purely assistance man

date, and not to deal with allegations of mistreatment or killings in the camps. 

In short, to avoid protection issues. This was an ambiguous and possibly mis

taken decision, but it was part of the reality of the situation. 

The United Nations was in a particularly difficult situation in the region, 

since extreme care was required to avoid further weakening the already frag

ile governments. Informing the government that no assistance could be given 

to displaced populations could have weakened it in the face of the military. 

The resort to local implementing partners as practised by international or

ganizations, NGOs and the UN was a questionable working technique. Where 

security was impossible to ensure, international staff could not go to the camps. 

It was possible simply to deliver goods to the country, and to have them dis

tributed by local personnel, but that meant exposing them to danger. 

In conclusion, forced relocation is often illegally undertaken as a military 

measure, placing the local population in an impossible position. In extreme 

cases, where no political entity is prepared to provide basic protection for the 

populations, NGOs are unable to do their job. In these situations, humanitar

ian organizations are extremely weak. No States were applying significant pres

sure on the concerned governments to change their policy in the Great Lakes 

region, mainly because of the relatively low international political weight of 

the issue. 

11 

At the end of August 1999, in Burundi, around 250,000 people had been 

grouped together in some 38 camps or sites in the rural Bujumbura province. 

At the end of September, MSF decided to carry out emergency programme 

in three camps, which contained a total of 54,000 internally displaced persons: 

Ruyaga, Buhonga and Ruziba. 

The situation in these camps was the following: 

• the standards of living were unacceptable: almost no water, no food and no 

shelter (it was the rainy season); 

• the security of the people in the camps was not guaranteed; 

• access was impossible in more than half the 38 camps or sites, and was very 

limited in the three camps where MSF was working; 

• there was no guarantee that family unity would be respected and that men 

would not be separated from the rest of their families. 

MSF decided to suspend its activities in November 1999, after they had been 

under way for only a month, for two specific reasons: 

1. 

MSF was unable to respect basic operational principles: i .e. the capacity 

to evaluate needs freely, to control the distribution of relief, and freedom of 

access to the population. 

These principles are the concrete application of impartiality and neutrality. 

How can impartiality be maintained, i. e. by adapting assistance to needs, if 

it is impossible to evaluate  the needs freely? There can be no neutrality of 

action if the assistance is being diverted by a party to the conflict. 

Moreover, these operational principles constitute what MSF calls the 

"espace humanitaire", a space beyond which humanitarian action loses its 

ethical basis and is in danger of becoming instrumental in the conflict. 
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NGOs need to question the conditions under which they are prepared to 

act: in Zaire, MSF considered that providing assistance to the camps where In

terahamwes were present amongst the civilians had contributed to a war build-up. 

NGOs must therefore distinguish between humanitarian action and human

itarian activism. The simple delivery of assistance is not enough to constitute 

humanitarian action.Technically, aid workers can be good doctors or good nu

tritionists, but can miss the fact that humanitarian action may serve the inter

ests of a criminal policy and not necessarily those of people requiring assis

tance. MSF approached the issue of the relocation camps in Burundi without 

forgetting the experience in Ethiopia, where NGOs indirectly facilitated 

forced transfers of population by providing assistance. 

The necessity for MSF to operate within the framework of international hu

manitarian law. 

2. 

Internally displaced persons (IDPs) are protected by international human

itarian law, which contains very clear rules on the issue of population move

ments, which include forced displacement, and very precise rules of assistance 

and protection for people detained in relation with a conflict. In the last cou

ple of years, however, the idea that there is a protection gap for IDPs in inter

national humanitarian law has been gaining currency. 

Faced with the question of relocation camps, MSF had two possible options: 

• Firstly, to deliver assistance passively, without conditions. This would have 

reinforced the abnormality of the situation and the precarity of the population. 

MSF could have been seen - wrongly - by IDPs as guaranteeing security. 

• Secondly, MSF could attempt to build and defend an environment in which 

humanitarian work could be carried out successfully. This is why MSF decided 

to make its action in the camps conditional on recognition of the statute 

of civil internees for the IDPs. This decision was also a way to respond to the 

authorities' claim that these camps were "protection sites". Predictably, the 

Burundese authorities did not budge from their initial stance. 

In conclusion, the humanitarian community should be aware that the refusal to 

act is not always a capitulation. As HannahArendt said, "to obey mechanically, 
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passively, is to adhere silently" .And this attitude is a necessary condition of the 

horror. This is the reason why MSF has decided to suspend its activities in the 

relocation camps and why it also withdrew from North Korea and Zaire af

ter the genocide. 

The participants split into two groups and worked on the case study inAnnex 2. 

Working Group 1 

Chairperson: 

C. Cordone (AI) 

Rapporteur: 

M. Harroff-Tavel (ICRC) 

In Working Group 1, the debate focused on two possible courses of action: 

• One was to help those in the camps survive, while making representations 

against forced relocation . 

• The other was either not to start, or to withdraw from such an operation. 

In respect of the first course of action, there appeared to be a problem in defin

ing a "lifesaving criterion" within the UN system. Such a criterion was prob

ably not quantitative. In respect of the second alternative, the question arose as 

to the minimum requirements for action. Some in the Working Group felt that 

it would be helpful if humanitarian organizations adopted common standards. 

However, the situation was very different for each organization. It was hard 

to achieve coherence in this domain. 

Some minimal requirements were generally accepted. As it was sometimes 

possible for parties to manipulate humanitarian response, a first principle was 
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t o  b e  certain the action did not contribute t o  the ongoing violence and fuel 

the pattern of abuse. Secondly, there was the criterion of security, and the need 

to be able to perform activities in conformity with the principles of neutral

ity and impartiality. Finally, it would be interesting to identifY situations which 

might trigger exceptions to a non-assistance policy: cholera, starvation, mass 

epidemics? 

The Working Group considered the criteria which might be sufficient to 

suspend an operation already under way. Would suspension and withdrawal 

stop the forced relocation, and what would be the long-term effects? 

Four points were made in respect of considerations for withdrawing: 

• there had to be a clear objective for withdrawal; 

• the community in question had to be involved in the decision; 

• the implications of re-entry needed to be analysed; 

• there had to be rules of procedure in respect of contact with other organi

zations in the field. 

In conclusion, the rapporteur said there had been an exchange of views on 

ethical questions. Decisions could not be taken from a purely legal point of 

view: economic, social and moral questions also entered into the equation. 

Working Group 2 

Chairperson: 

J. Darcy (OXFAM) 

Rapporteur: 

C. Captier (ACF) 

In Working Group 2, some participants said that criteria for involvement 

or withholding involvement were needed as points of reference, but that at no 

point could they become dogmatic rules. 

Some discussion took place on the question of what "lifesaving assistance" 

really meant, and the question of security was also touched on. A wide range 
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of opinions were expressed regarding principles, which suggested that, de

pending on the mandate of each organization, there were subject to a degree 

of interpretation. This could affect starting or pulling out of an operation. In 

some cases such decisions depended on the time-scale of the operation and on 

whether the organization saw its mandate in a long-term frame or not. 

The question of how to respond to needs, and at the same time ensure that 

the rights of the displaced were being respected, appeared very complex, and 

further study was needed in this connection. 

Could withdrawal be tantamount to non-assistance to a person in danger? 

What would be the conditions compelling a return of humanitarian organi

zations? Cholera? Starvation? Should such criteria be interpreted flexibly, ac

cording to the level of needs? It was agreed that nothing should be done to 

undermine the validity of a principle being violated. This principle was already 

discussed in the workshop on professional standards4 in 1998. On this occa

sion, participants reaffirmed that no operational consideration should ever con

tribute to justifY or be viewed as justifYing violations of fundamental human

itarian principles: humanitarian organizations should never engage in action 

that itself constituted human rights violations or was discriminatory, or allow 

their staff, equipment or premises to be used in a manner that amounted to vi

olation of human rights or humanitarian law. However, as stated above, dif

ferent interpretations of these principles would no doubt result in different 

policy decisions. Some considered that it was better not to start operations 

than to start and then withdraw, since withdrawal was a very significant act. It 

was stressed that there was always a need to assess the conditions in which the 

humanitarian work would take place. The Working Group did not touch on 

environment-building and remedial action, but focused on short-term action. 

The groups summarized three elements in the discussion: 

Firstly, the classic dilemma between an unprincipled approach on the one 

hand, and non-assistance to a person in danger on the other. 

Secondly, the need for a sound and thorough analysis of the context, rather 

than action applied mechanically in all circumstances. 

4 Report of the Workshop on protection: "Toward professional standards", page 72, Geneva, 1998. 
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And thirdly, the idea o f  truly strategic complementarity. How t o  cooper

ate with international, local, civil, even military entities, to attempt to respond 

adequately to the patterns of abuse? 

Professional dilemma 

The question was raised as to why humanitarian organizations were arriving 

at such different conclusions when they were asking the same questions. This 

was probably related to the different time-frames used by the organizations. 

It also reflected different answers to the question of whether, by their presence 

in the field in certain crises, NGOs were undermining the situation by al

lowing themselves to be perceived as accomplices. 

Security was one question where a consensus emerged. North Korea was 

another example. Many of the questions which had faced MSF in Burundi 

were also facing Oxfam in North Korea: what were the needs and could they 

be properly assessed? Could delivery be controlled?Was it possible to maintain 

an impartial stance? The hardest questions were raised by the criterion of do

ing no harm. W here humanitarians believed they were saving lives, it would 

always be very hard to withdraw. 

In the case of forced relocation, certain hard decisions had to be taken. No 

humanitarian organizations should avoid recognizing violations of the relevant 

bodies of law, and establishing its position accordingly. Reference could be 

made to international humanitarian law, which provided formal guidelines. 

The question of whether humanitarians fuelled violations through their ac

tion also had to be faced.While it had to be acknowledged that civilians were 

increasingly the victims of war, the impact of humanitarian action in the longer 

term had to be taken into account. 

Some participants felt that organizations should develop an ethical decision

making process. But there had been uncertainty as to the meaning and im

plications of this. Did it, for example, imply a better learning process within 

the organizations? Such a process would take ethics as the basis for a decision, 
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rather than market forces. MSF's decision to withdraw from the relocation 

camps in Burundi sprang mainly from the clearly ethical choice to avoid com

plicity, and less from a desire to influence longer-term events. Other organi

zations might place more weight on the latter criteria. However, it was very 

hard to maintain a solely ethical basis for decision-taking. MSF's withdrawal 

had been motivated primarily by ethical considerations, rather than by a cal

culation of what it might have achieved by withdrawing. The point at which 

the humanitarian presence helped to perpetuate the abuses it aimed to stop 

was also clearly the point at which a fundamental review of the position was 

needed. The question was asked whether NGOs could ever legitimately 

agree not to raise protection concerns. While it was true that ethical questions 

were open to different interpretations, the issue became more complicated in 

large peace-keeping operations, where political motives were involved. An ex

ample of this was the absence of peace-keeping forces in Chechnya, simply be

cause their presence there would have offended a Security Council member; 

this was clearly unethical. NGOs were frequently prepared to turn a blind eye 

to executions, while delivering aid, and this was also unethical. Sometimes 

presence or non-presence could be ethical. It was clearly unethical to be ab

sent from R wanda when the genocide was taking place. In taking decisions 

it was helpful to keep in mind the voice of those requiring aid, and to take as 

a basic standpoint the question: "What would I think if this were being done 

to me"? 

Any humanitarian action could have an impact on human rights. The se

curity aspect in respect of humanitarian personnel, who could become victims 

themselves, could also enter into the general equation. Human rights action 

always had a double dimension - the immediate and the long-term impact. Its 

legal framework was based on ancestral rules for living together in peace. If hu

manitarian organizations could help human rights organizations in their 

activity, there would be far greater long-term sustainability. 

Regarding MSF's withdrawal, the situation of the population was the pri

mary concern. If, by staying, human rights violations were sustained, or made 

worse, or if it was impossible to have access to the victims, then a decision to 

pull out might be ethical. However, ethics were not the most important ele

ment of humanitarian action. A decision to withdraw could also be taken to 

change a situation. 

Forced relocation was part of a military strategy. If humanitarians chose to 

be the operational tool of that strategy, then they were taking sides and had lost 
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their neutrality. Quite apart from questions of ethics and security, the question 

of maintaining a non-partisan stance was also important. 

Non-assistance could sometimes actually be the only option, not only in 

Burundi, but also in other countries experiencing forced relocation. This 

dilemma had been discussed at the last Workshop, where it had been decided 

that assistance should never make it easier for the abuse to be sustained. 

Ethics and responsibility 

A participant suggested that decision-taking should be responsible rather than 

ethical. How could the t wo approaches be combined? It was questionable 

whether the communities affected by the crisis were ever consulted regard

ing withdrawal. How long did humanitarian organizations have to stay to cre

ate a satisfactory situation from a humanitarian point of view? A month? A 

year? A decade? What was their responsibility to the communities? 

All humanitarian organizations could claim an ethical basis for their actions. 

Could some agreement be found on principles in respect of ethics? In Sierra 

Leone there had been discussions among humanitarian organizations on 

whether to establish contact with the RUF rebel faction.A participant said that 

under no circumstances should an organization concerned with children's wel

fare enter into dialogue with a group which chopped children's hands off. 

Others refused that position. There was a call to focus more on principles, 

rather than attempting to distinguish who was acting ethically and who was 

not. 

There was a need to distinguish between "ethical" and "responsible". Duty 

driven and result-driven processes differed. MSF pulled out because it was its 

duty to do so, since it could no longer work in accordance with its princi

ples. In pulling out it also tried to maximize the effect of its decision, thus 

also playing on result-driven dynamics. Although discussion with the victims 

was important, how far could they be given the responsibility for taking a de

cision on behalf of humanitarian organizations? Creation of a sphere of re

sponsibility within which humanitarian organizations were accountable was a 

complex undertaking. 

The definition of ethics as "the art of guiding conduct" placed emphasis on 

guidance rather than on distinguishing formally between right and wrong. 

As had been suggested at the third Workshop, perhaps the concept of doing no 
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harm was less important than that of doing some good. By pulling out of an 

operation, a humanitarian agent deprived a number of people of concrete ser

vices; by staying in, it potentially reinforced the patterns of abuse. Recogniz

ing that each organization had to take its own decisions, the protection frame

work model demonstrated the importance of being aware of what other 

organizations were actually doing (or not doing). In the Burundian case, a key 

decision factor would be to consider whether, for example, pulling out from a 

relief operation could reinforce effective advocacy against the root patterns 

of abuse, or if the only actual consequence would be an increase of mortality 

in the camps. 

The concern was to protect the civilian population: this sometimes involved 

a trade-off between obtaining access and holding back evidence of human 

rights violations. In this connection, the question of complementarity was 

clear. The effect of one organization choosing to pull out would be lost if an

other organization immediately took its place. There should be dialogue be

tween humanitarian organizations to ensure complementarity of action when 

these issues arise. 

Complementarity 

Was there common ground among the views held by the various organiza

tions? If organizations did not agree in the analysis of levers which might in

fluence change, then advocacy would be diminished. There was a great deal of 

room for complementarity in respect of advocacy, so that each organization 

should concentrate on its own specific "public". Advocacy should be carried 

out separately, but according to a common analysis.ACF and MSF could bet

ter influence the French government than Oxfam could. The humanitarian 

agenda should be used to influence the political agenda. Relocation camps 

were a largely political problem, and therefore contact should be established 

if not with the military, at least with political figures. 

In fact, complementarity was not so much about pooling efforts as it was 

about sharing analyses of situations. This could be done in other fields of action 

beyond advocacy. The sharing of information was very important. However, 

in the case of Burundi, only like-minded organizations shared their analyses. 

In giving an analysis, political constraints had to be taken into consideration, 

but if a humanitarian organization undertook political work at the same time 
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a s  humanitarian action, a no-win situation was created. Humanitarian and 

political activities were incompatible. 

It was necessary to think in more global terms, as suggested by the protec

tion framework. This included measures that were not purely responsive, and 

that also focused on remedial activities (return of the displaced, adaptation of 

law) and environment-building activities (such as promotion of international 

humanitarian law, harmonization of national legislation with international 

standards, and dissemination of the Guiding Principles on Internal Displace

ment5). 

d 

• Forced relocation occurs in many places, and is not confined to the Great 

Lakes region. It is a military and political measure, intervening in a complex 

security situation, with dire consequences in humanitarian terms. 

• Facing the dilemma of having to choose between an unprincipled approach 

and non-assistance to persons in danger, it is essential to conduct a sound and 

thorough analysis of the context and influential parameters, rather than opt for 

predetermined, mechanical action, applicable in all circumstances. 

• Humanitarian organizations have their own set of principles and ethical 

questions to be taken into consideration in their decisions. They are obliged to 

reflect on the professional criteria and ethical safeguards by which they wish 

to abide, and decide whether they want or are able to operate in forced relo

cation camps or not. Responsibility starts with acknowledging the patterns 

of abuse. It is important to determine the meaning of "violation" of a body 

of law and adopt a clear position when violations occur. 

5 "Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement", presented to the United Nations Commission on 

Human Rights on 11 F ebruary 1998 by Mr F. Deng, Special Representative of the Secretary·General 

for Internally Displaced Persons. 
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• If an organization decides it can and should operate in a given context, it 

should abstain as a matter of principle from engaging in any practice directly 

or indirectly sustaining a violation of the law. In the forced relocation camps 

that meant, among other things: 

- insisting on free and unrestricted needs-assessment and independent im

plementation; 

- abstaining from providing any relief that was not strictly "life-sustaining" 

(i.e. nothing to help the internally displaced persons "settle down"- such as 

tools or seeds to be used in the camps); 

- supporting the voluntary and safe return of internally displaced persons 

and any type of activity consistent with remedial action (including upgrad

ing the law, promoting settlement and compensation issues, etc.);  

- being able to address the root cause of the suffering that sterns from forced 

relocation. 

• If an organization decides it will not engage in an operation, or when suspen

sion of aid and withdrawal become an option, there is a need to consider the 

impact of withholding aid or withdrawing both on the internally displaced 

persons, and on the resident population and other target groups within the region. 

• Under such conditions, sharing analyses and operational plans would be cru

cial for devising an appropriate strategy and building complementarity. 

I 
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Chapter IV 

The protection framework 

• 

in 

by Ms Olga Villarrubia (ICRC) 

Background 

During the Great Lakes crisis from 1994 to 1997, some 150 organizations were 

involved in working to protect and assist approximately 120,000 unaccom

panied and separated children. Objectives, working methods and criteria were 

different from one organization to another. The initial lack of complemen

tarity and agreed principles and guidelines was remedied through regular co

ordination meetings among the main humanitarian organizations involved. 

The success of this coordination and the need to come to agreement on ba

sic principles regarding action in support of unaccompanied and separated 

children resulted in the establishment by the Inter-Agency Standing Group on 

unaccompanied and separated children in emergencies (IAG) , of which the 

members are UNICEF, UNHCR, Save the Children Alliance,WorldVision, 

Concern Worldwide, International Rescue Committee and the ICRC.The two 

major objectives of the working group are to promote inter-agency strategic 

cooperation and guiding principles. 
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Definitions 

One of the challenges of complementarity is to agree on basic definitions and 

criteria for beneficiaries of humanitarian action. There is an important dis

tinction between "unaccompanied children" and "separated children". 

• Unaccompanied children are defined as those children under 18 y ears of age 

or the legal age of majority who are separated from both parents and are not 

being cared for by a guardian or another adult who by law or custom is re

sponsible for doing so . 

• Separated children are defined as all children who are separated from their par

ents, but not necessarily from other relatives, and thus may also include those 

children who are accompanied by other adult family members. 

Some guiding principles 

In an emergency, efforts must be made early on to protect family unity and 

avoid child-family separations. 

It is possible to prevent separation of children from their families in 

emergencies. Specific interventions and representations can be made to the rel

evant authorities and efforts can be made by humanitarian organizations to 

stop actions that cause families to break up. 

Evacuation should be considered only when it is possible to evacuate entire 

family units. Evacuation of children only should be done as a last resort if it 

has been carefully determined that assistance and protection cannot be pro

vided in situ and evacuation is deemed necessary. 

Children who are victims of an emergency cannot be assumed to be or

phans and cannot be adopted, as long as the fate of their parents and/ or 

other close relatives has not been determined or settled. 

When an emergency arises, it is indispensable to identify and register chil

dren separated from their parents and other relatives as quickly as possible. 

All children are entitled to have their basic needs met (assistance and care). 

The best interests of the child will be the basic standard to guide deci

sions and actions on his behalf. 
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Confidentiality and protection of the data collected on unaccompanied and 

separated children need to be ensured. 

Cooperation among all concerned organizations is critical to the care and 

protection of unaccompanied and separated children. 

Programmes to help children can take years to achieve their aims, so long

term commitment is required. 

Policies, programmes and decisions taken with regard to unaccompanied 

and separated children will be in keeping with the provisions of international 

human rights and humanitarian law. 

A comprehensive approach 

The various issues and concerns related to unaccompanied and separated chil

dren in emergencies need to be considered collectively, as one issue may bear 

on many others.All the different needs of unaccompanied and separated chil

dren should be anticipated, identified, and responded to in a comprehensive 

approach, as quickly as possible. This comprehensive approach has to be de

fined in an overall strategic framework of protection. 

The protection framework in the case of unaccompanied 

and separated children 

In the case of unaccompanied and separated children, the guiding principles 

have to be translated into coherent action. This can be defined as follows. 

Responsive action: 

• intervening with the authorities concerned so they take the necessary pre

ventive measures to avoid separation of families, and emergency measures 

when separation has already happened; 

• raising awareness of the issue and convincing security and administrative 

personnel of the need to preserve family unity; 

• external mobilization to stop mass killings and displacements, which are 

among the causes of family breakup; 

• monitoring and vulnerability assessment (analysing the scope of the problem); 
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• identifYing and registering unaccompanied and separated children, and col

lecting requests from parents who have lost contact with their children; 

• carrying out the first emergency family reunification; 

• providing the appropriate aid (care and assistance, emergency and interim 

aid) to unaccompanied and separated children and host families; 

• providing technical and material support for local facilities that assist and care 

for unaccompanied and separated children; 

• publicly reporting patterns of abuse. 

Remedial action: 

• helping to restore contact between unaccompanied and separated children 

and their families, and to search for their relatives; 

• reuniting unaccompanied and separated children with their families, and/ or 

repatriating them; 

• establishing or helping to establish procedures to clarify the fate of missing 

persons; 

• promoting alternative long-term solutions for children whose family mem

bers cannot be traced (legal status, placement in host families, adoption, 

schooling, heritage); 

• promoting long-term post-traumatic assistance to children and families affected; 

• promoting the rehabilitation and reintegration of demobilized child soldiers 

in their families and communities; 

• assisting host families and facilities with respect to sustainability; 

• internal mobilization to pressure the authorities into taking measures to 

search for, rehabilitate, and compensate (former) unaccompanied children 

and their families; 

• publicly reporting on specific difficulties, such as that of demobilized children, 

and children whose parents cannot be traced despite all efforts; 

• learning from experience and improving legislation accordingly; 

• external mobilization to bring violators of international law to justice. 

Environment-building: 

• monitoring early-warning; 

• promoting implementation at national level of international legislation on 

children; 

• monitoring compatibility between national laws and international standards 

on children, and promoting harmonization, if necessary; 
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• promoting the drafting and adoption of treaties and the application of cus

tomary law; 

• raising awareness among government officials of the rights of children, and 

providing training for them on the relevant legislation; 

• raising awareness and providing education on the children's rights at local level; 

• supporting national (public or private) organizations and associations working 

on behalf of children's welfare (e.g. by providing materials, guidelines, or 

training); 

• campaigning for adoption of principles and professional guidelines for working 

in support of unaccompanied and separated children. 

by Mr Jacques de Maio (ICRC) 

There is a consensus on the need to clarify what humanitarian and human 

rights organizations can actually do to optimize protection. Given that 

these organizations work in the same sphere of action, it would be useful to 

develop a common language for them. 

This issue is often approached from a "  coordination" viewpoint or a "man

date-based" viewpoint. Instead of following this overly-restrictive tack, a few 

assumptions can be listed: 

• all human rights and humanitarian organizations work, in their specific ways, 

for a common purpose, i.e. "obtaining full respect for the rights of the indivi

dual, in accordance with the letter and the spirit of the relevant bodies of law"; 

• organizations with different legal frameworks and working methods operate 

in the same arena (which often results in confusion, competition and even 

chaos); 

• "mandate-based" complementarity is not questioned as such, but there is a 

need to explore complementarity on the basis of what the organizations ac

tually do, and how they 00 it, particularly when their respective mandates are 

not precisely enshrined in international law. 
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What is complementarity mapping? 

Complementarity mapping is a conceptual model (based on the work of the 

protection workshop process) which may be used as a tool to identify activi

ties and clarify the terms of strategic complementarity. It follows three steps, 

which correspond to three questions: 

1. 

What activities are relevant to the protection effort for a given target group? 

2. 

What mode of action best applies to each specific activity? 

3. 

What is the attitude of the authority in charge toward the pattern of 

abuse in question (in terms of willingness and ability to do something about it)? 

Once these questions have been addressed, the areas of special expertise of 

each organization stand out with greater clarity, which facilitates a shared 

strategic approach based on each organization's capacity and modus operandi 

rather than on its mandate. A reasonable assessment of the capacities of one's 

own organization and knowledge of the other organizations are required. 
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2.1.1. 
The framework for protection 

The framework for protection was drawn up and tested during the third 

workshop. 

Environment building 

Responsive Action 

Pattern of abuse 

The main features of this concept are as follows: 

1. 
The concept of protection encompasses all activities aimed at obtaining full 

respect for the rights of the individual in accordance with the letter and the 

spirit of the relevant bodies of law (human rights, humanitarian and refugee law). 

Human rights and humanitarian organizations shall conduct these activi

ties in an impartial way, and not on the basis of race, national or ethnic ori

gin, language, or gender. 

2. 
These activities consist in: 

• preventing, putting a stop to, and alleviating the immediate effects of a spe

cific patterns of abuse (responsive action); 

• restoring dignified living conditions through reparation, restitution and 

rehabilitation (remedial action); 
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• fostering an environment conducive to respect for the rights of the indi

vidual (environment building); 

(A complete list oJ activities is given below, beginning on page 66). 

Starting from the notion of "pattern of abuse", the framework for protec

tion provides for a holistic approach that helps each organization to inte

grate the three fields of activities when devising and evaluating its strategy, so 

that an operation remains coherent and consistent through all its phases within 

the overall framework. This approach increases an awareness that any specific 

action - or lack thereof - may have a significant impact on the whole situa

tion. 

The framework helps identify relevant activities, taking ac;count of both 

"needs-based" and "rights-based" approaches. 

By making clear that these three levels of action can - and sometimes must 

- be carried out simultaneously, it overcomes the rigidity of the concept 

of the emergency-rehabilitation-development continuum. 

It incorporates "assistance" and "protection" as specific facets of 

one and the same action. 

The protection model has been recognized as a useful concept in a variety of 

ways, notably: 

- The IASC policy paper on IDPs draws its "strategic axis" from this concept. 

- ACF and AI used it for brainstorming and internal briefing purposes. 

- The ICRC increasingly uses it to formulate its operational plans. 
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2.1.2. 
Modes of action 

Once the laws applicable in a given context have been established, along with 

the specific mandates of the organization concerned, and once the range of 

possible protection activities to deal with a given pattern of abuse has been 

determined, the question arises as to how these activities can be carried out. 

The ICRC has drawn up a policy: for humanitarian and human rights orga

nizations, there are t wo ways of "protecting": 

1) 
Responsibilisation ("getting it done"), which can be broken down 

into two modes of action: 

A - The denunciation mode can be defined as pressuring the authori

ties, through public disclosure, into taking action with a view to fulfilling their 

obligations and to protecting individuals or groups exposed to and affected by 

patterns of abuse. 

Features: 

• suitable when pattern of abuse is deliberate 

• mobilizes external organizations 

• restricts access and proximity-based dialogue 

B - The persuasion mode can be defined as convincing the authorities, 

through dialogue, to take action, with a view to fulfilling their obligations and 

to protecting individuals exposed to and affected by patterns of abuse. 

Features: 

• suitable when there is a willingness to limit or stop abuse 

• favours access and proximity-based dialogue 

• restricts public disclosure of truth 

2) 
Providing direct services ("doing it"), which can be broken down 

into two modes of action: 

A - The substitution mode can be defined as directly providing services or 

goods to the individuals exposed to and affected by patterns of abuse. 
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Features: 

• suitable during emergencies and/ or when there is a lack of response by 

the competent authorities or when insufficient resources are available 

• does not necessarily require dialogue with wrongdoers 

• impact could be short-lived 

B - The support to structures mode can be defined as empowering ex

isting national and/ or local structures through project-oriented cooperation, 

to enable them to fulfil their functions. 

Features: 

• suitable when local facilities are sustainable 

• may be perceived as politically supportive of existing structures 

• favours proximity-based dialogue with authorities responsible for patterns 

of abuse 

Denouncing 
Responsibilising 

Persuading 

Substitution services Support to structures 
Direct services 

Most organizations have developed an operational identity that give pri

ority to certain modes of action. For example, the ICRC favours persuasion 

and provision of direct services, while Amnesty International prefers to use de

nunciation. As a matter of fact, organizations may combine various modes of 

action as a function of their mandate, of their assessment of needs, of legal fac

tors, of operational opportunities, and, last but not least, of what other organi

zations are doing. In most cases, though, the decision to provide direct services 

is taken when effort, to bring the authorities to shoulder their responsibilities 

have failed to remedy a situation. 
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Complementarity begins when it is understood, with regard to a given tar
get group, that organization X will give priority to public disclosure and ex
ternal mobilization, while organization Y will focus on confidential and prox
imity-based dialogue, and organization Z will concentrate on addressing the 
immediate needs of the target group by means of substitutive or support ser
VIces. 

Example: modes oJ action used by Amnesty International (AI) and the ICRC 

in response to torture in country X 

AI 

Substitution services 

Persuading 
/ 

ICRC 

Support to structures 

The diagram clearly shows the different approaches used and their subse

quent, respective results. In concrete terms, each organization acknowledges 

that the other is making a valuable contribution in its own specific way. 

For example, when AI launches a campaign against torture in country X 

using public disclosure and denunciation, it can build up pressure ultimately 

leading to the reduction and eradication of the patterns of ill-treatment. The 

ICRC, through its proximity-based approach to both victims and wrongdo

ers, can convince the authorities "from the inside" to take corrective measures, 

while possibly saving lives and reducing suffering. 

Organization Z can then consider devoting itself to the "areas" that ap

pear less covered. 
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2.1·3 
Compliance aptitude 

When the relevant activities and the mode of action to which they funda

mentally correspond have been identified, a decision must be taken as to which 

will be most adequate in the specific context. This will depend on the attitude 

of the competent authorities: 

Are the authorities willing to comply with the relevant bodies of law? 

Are the authorities sufficiently able and resourceful to fulfil their obliga

tions, and translate their willingness to do their duty into concrete measures? 

Where authorities are willing to provide protection but lack the means to 

do so, denunciation may appear to be political rhetoric, although it can exert 

pressure on the authorities to set priorities when drafting their budget, or make 

reception of foreign aid conditional on a commitment to tackle the issue. 

In the same way, persuasion may look naive in the face of an authorit y that 

is deliberately implementing an abusive policy. However, efforts at persuasion 

at all levels of power may well prove effective in triggering a positive reaction 

at some level; besides, such efforts are often accompanied by concrete help 

on the spot. 

The "responsibilisation" approach (Persuasion + Denunciation) would 

seem to be adequate since it confronts an authority with its own primary re

sponsibility. However, when facing an authority that has the will but not the 

means, direct ser vices, either through local structures or hand-to-hand to the 

victims of abuse, are more appropriate. 

On this basis, a variety of combinations fit quite well within the comple

mentarity map: 

Denouncing 
Responsibilising 

� 
Authorities: 
- deliberately abusive 
- very cohesive 
- very resourceful 

Absent / fragmented 
authorities 

------------------------------------

Authorities: 
- indifferent to abuse 
- uncohesive 
- resource less 

/" 
Substitution services 

Direct services 

Persuading 
/" 

Authorities: 
- tolerating abuse 
- potentially cohesive 
- resourceful 

Authorities: 
- willing to fight abuse 
- poorly cohesive 
- resource� 

Support to structures 
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However, it may be that authorities are both " deliberately abusive" and 

"without resources". If this happens: 

1) 
"Deliberate misdeeds" call for denunciation as the chosen approach. 

2) 
Persuasion remains relevant insofar as it allows for continued proximity

based dialogue and leaves the door open for positive developments. 

3) 
Should it be decided to provide direct services to the victims of patterns of 

abuse, operating directly in favour of the beneficiaries through direct "hand

to-hand" assistance or through independent local structures is the only option 

(as opposed to support of structures linked to the authorities responsible). 

4) 
If direct services to a given group of target beneficiaries are obstructed by 

the authorities, this will increase the relevance of public reporting and exter

nal mobilization against the patterns of abuse and for resumption of direct as

sistance and protection in situ. 

5) 
The crucial remedial-type needs (rehabilitation, return, reintegration, and 

compensation, as applicable) should be pro-actively examined. Also, it should 

be examined whether international law is adequate and, if not, proposals for 

upgrading the law should be made. 

6) 
Given the magnitude of humanitarian needs and, the political and geo

graphic context, an approach is needed that does not unduly undermine or 

jeopardize parallel programmes in favour of other groups, such as the resident 

population, the wounded and sick, those deprived of freedom, and all those 

deprived in one way or another of their rights. 

It is important for each organization to understand what the others are or are 

not doing, so as to adopt in each situation as integrated an approach as possible. 
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Configuring the complementarity map 

Example: unaccompanied minors (UAM): 

Responsibilising 

Denouncing Mobilisation to have the wider 
protection problems addressed 
killing/mass displacements) 

, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 

External mobilisation ! 

Persuading 

Bilateral interventions to � 
help prevent family 9lsf�n 

to ensure protection i 
byJocal authorities i . � . Moni1:oring and Reporting pubhClz vulnerability 

� es� 
, 
, 
, 
, 

anc;l ta�e urgenjly..required 
correctlv &l sures 

Carry out fitst emergenc 
Training of adm/security �onnel on IHL/HHRR 

Providi mergency family reunlfications 
o UAMs and host : 

Registering UAMs 
IDs i 

Technkara� material 
support to locats uctures 
and NGOs 

Substitution services 
Collecting i 
Requests arid data from parents Support to structures 

Direct services 

Complementary Mapping Applied 
to UAMs - Responsive Action 

1) 
The protection framework suggests a number of activities as relevant and 

consistent within a shared protection strategy, thus opening up new possibilities 

for added protection. 

2) 
The configuration of the map - review as a whole - allows for a better un

derstanding of each organization's focus and perspective, which allows each to 

think and plan more wisely. Gaps can be identified and addressed more easily. 
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nouncing 

Responsibilising 
External mobilisation 
to bring int'llaw violators 
to justice 

, 
, 

Persuading 

Reporting publicly 
! Internal mobilisation and'pJ'e� 
: to have measures �etfd to 

"Lessons-learnt" and upg 
legislation and law 

ing 
: solve/rehabil!!atE!/'compensate 

Legal and lo�g-t7rm assist (f r.mer) UAMs and their families 
status quertlon 

, 

UA e�atr"at onl 
fami. !Ve: lfcation 

between f�milies-UAMs of UAMs or relatives unaccounted for 
�esforing (ontact Set up of mechanism to clarify fate 

Direct assistance to (former , 
UAMs and their (hos!U ilies UAM's placement in 
(medical, psyc s6dal, financial) alternapve families . 

: Technical cooperatIOn sPRErt 
Help to rehab,-reins�rtion to local structures for sustairia'bili,ty 

bstitution services 
for ex. child soldier� (administration, NGOs, institutionS;etc.) 

. 
Support to structures 

Direct services 

Complementary Mapping Applied 
to UAMs - Remedial Action 

3) 
Apparently similar efforts may, on closer examination, be seen as comple

mentary rather than as interfering with or duplicating each other. Moreover, 

by reducing the areas of potential " competition", a more focused legal or man

date-based analysis becomes possible. 

4) 
Lastly, the map must be applied in light of the authorities' aptitude to re

spect international standards.This is a highly sensitive task, since it implies qual

ifying the pattern of abuse and evaluating political and military factors, and 

leads to hard choices (silent presence versus noisy withdrawal, give up paral

lel programmes or not, etc.) 

No model is applicable in all circumstances, and reality constantly challenges 

us with unprecedented scenarios. The terms of a substantial dialogue among 

humanitarian and human rights players can be clarified thanks to this model, 
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Denouncing 

External �iO and pressure into 
harmonisation betwee . t'l istruments 
and national legislation 

Promotion of the principles 
and prof. guidelines for 
working in favour of UAMs 

Responsibilising 

Advocacy and Fampaigning for Persuading 
codificat�on a�d adhesion to new L Int'l law IstruIT,lents Internal mobilisat�on (lobbying) into 

: harmon�i<Ji'ibetween int'l istruments 
: �nd ational legislation 

Monitoring anct early warning 
MonitQ[ing comJatibility �t een 
existing law/apP'lica iorland HHR/IHL Technical support, expertise sharing, 
concern ' cooperation aiming at adoption and 

implementation of int'l Law 

Hum�it rian awareness �aising and education / on local level 

Training of aClmf.?ecurity 
personnel on IHL7RH� 

Technical support, eX�iS�aring, 
cooperation with publiS or privat� 
institutions � 

substitution services Support to structures 

Direct services 

Complementary Mapping Applied 
to UAMs - Environment Building 

which nevertheless does not exonerate us from the need to analyse each con

text as it arises. 

Finally, this model is a tool for analysis and dialogue, and by no means the 

key to "task attribution" within a "distribution of labour"; it is only intended 

and able to help each single organization in its efforts to achieve greater rele

vance and impact. 
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List of protection activities 

A 

Responsive action: any activity undertaken in the context of an 

emerging or established pattern of abuses to prevent its recurrence, 

put a stop to it, and! or alleviate its immediate effects, by: 

• pressuring the authorities concerned, through public disclosure, into taking 

the measures needed to stop the pattern of abuses and prevent its recurrence; 

• convincing the authorities concerned, through dialogu�, to take the same 

11leasures; 

• Providing direct ser vices to the victims of patterns of abuse by means of: 

Being present (in the affected areas, camps for displaced persons, places of 

detention, ete.); 

transfers/ evacuations; 

registering persons; 

Restoring and maintaining family links (tracing missing relatives, organizing 

family visits, exchanging messages and/or letters); 

information and communication; 

• alleviating the in1l11ediate suffering of the victims and their families by means 

of appropriate 

material assistance; 

medical assistance; 

psychosocial care; 

Support and technical help for local structures (public and private). 

• Helping to ensure respect for the judicial rights of the individual by providing 

legal assistance and support to the persons subjected to judicial proceedings, 

and support to their families and organizations (governmental, local NGOs, 

etc.) working in this field. 
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B 

Remedial action: action taken with a view to restoring dignified liv

ing conditions subsequently to a patterns of abuse, in particular by: 

• pressuring the authorities concerned, through public disclosure, into taking 

the measures needed to restore dignified living conditions;. 

• convincing the authorities concerned, through dialogue, to take the same 

measures. 

• Providing direct services to the victims of abuse by means of: 

Being present (in the affected areas, camps for displaced persons, places of 

detention, ete.); 

Helping to bring about repatriation/ resetdement/ integration/ final 

arrangements; 

maintaining family links; 

Helping to set up mechanisms to clarify the fate of missing persons; 

information and con1l11unication; 

• alleviating the suffering of the victims and their families by means of ap

propriate material assistance and rehabilitation; 

medical assistance and rehabilitation; 

psychosocial assistance; 

Support and technical help for local structures (public and private); 

• promoting justice for victims of misdeeds, and due process of law for those 

accused of wrongdoing. 

• a "lessons-learnt" approach taking to strengthening "environment-building" 

activities. 
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C 

Environment bllilding:.fostering a social, cultural, institutional, and le

gal environment conducive to respect for the rights of the individ

ual, in accordance with the letterand the spirit of the relevant bod

ies oflaw, in particular by: 

• promoting the drafting and the adoption of treaties and the development 

of customary law; 

• promoting the implementation at national level of the relevant international 

legislation (harmonizing national and international law, institutionalizing the 

measures prescribed by them); 

• promoting a fair system of justice that provides for the punishment of, and 

reparations following violations of human rights and international human

itarian law; 

• creating a public culture consistent with human rights and humanitarian val-

ues; 

• promoting knowledge of and respect for human rights and humanitarian 

rules arid principles among all groups concerned; 

• helping to develop organizations, level, capable of enhancing both govern

mental and non-governmental, at the national and international respect for 

human rights and humanitarian law; 

• creating and consolidating control mechanisms (visiting mechanisms, om

budsmen, etc.). 

I 
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Institutional initiatives in the field 
of protection 

n 

by Ms Margaret Green (IRC) 

Ms. Margaret Green provided information on the Reach-out Project and 

the refugee training project organized within it. These were initiated by 

UNHCR in 1997 as a response to the perceived failure of international pro

tection in the Great Lakes region. In March 1999, at a meeting of the heads of 

many humanitarian assistance and human rights NGOs in New York, agree

ment was reached to form a steering committee to follow through on some 

of the issues which had been raised. These included how to provide better pro

tection in the field, how to build up the capacities of national NGOs, how to 

improve advocacy, and how to deal with the sharing of sensitive information. 

The task force dealing with this matter under the auspices ofUNHCR and 

the ICRC, the mandated protection organizations tried to seek way s to make 

humanitarian assistance NGOs more aware of the needs of protection. Most 

humanitarian assistance workers, especially those working in technical fields, 

such as water and sanitation provision, needed a course in basic refugee pro

tection, principles and law. The task force therefore decided that a basic train

ing package should be provided for all NGOs, using already existent training 

materials. A project proposal was put for ward, in cooperation with UNHCR 

and the ICRC, focussing on the field guide for NGOs and protecting refugees 

published in 1999 by the Nor wegian Refugee Council and UNHCR which 
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would serve as the course book. Further input would come of humanitarian 

staff from national and international NGOs, UNHCR protection officers and 

ICRC representatives, who would discuss their own areas of responsibility and 

provide information on actual protection activities. Funding had been obtained 

for 27 three-day training workshops at locations around the world, as well as 

nine training-for-trainers courses. Scholarships would be available for national 

NGOs lacking funds for travel. As far as possible, the courses would be held 

at field locations where numerous NGOs were already working. Many donors 

were becoming increasingly interested in what NGOs could perform in the 

field of protection, and were requesting them to include simple activities and 

protection indicators in their programme proposals.Without basic training this 

presented considerable problems. For example, IRC provided some medical 

care in emergency situations and the organization felt it would be useful if 

nurses and doctors ensured that the new-born received birth certificates. 

IDP 

by Mr MarcVincent (NRC) 

Mr. Marc Vincent presented the Global IDP Project. The Norwegian 

Refugee Council had carried out a database on internally displaced persons6, 

a project of the Inter Agency Standing Committee. This information had 

already been widely diffused. The database had been developed in a way that 

reflected the international community's approach to displacement. The pro

gramme began with a country profile based on guiding principles. 

It was important that the information should be easy to find. Information 

had been divided into seven categories, common to all countries. "Population 

profile and figures" indicated the numbers of displaced persons in a country, 

who and where they were and where they had come from. "Protection con

cerns" covered the rights to life, security, and freedom of movement. Other 

categories took the form of protection indicators - "access to education", 

6 Internet address from the globallDP database: http://www.idpproject.org 
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"issues of self-reliance and public participation", "issues of family unity, iden

tity and culture". 

The system was not simply an archive for information, but a way to find it 

when it was needed. It also included maps, a "what's new?" Section and a list 

of sources, all of which were electronic, and linked to the original sources. The 

next phase was to expand the humanitarian-organization source material. A 

number of search mechanisms could be activated which operated globally, 

across all countries, or within individual countries. At present there are 15 

country profiles, but it was hoped that there would be 35 by the end of the 

year. U pdating would be carried out three to four times annually and the prod

uct was not therefore an operational database providing up-to-the-minute in

formation.An attempt was under way to establish information networks with 

NGOs around the world, to enable them to feed information into the data

base. 

The system was important because of its use of new techniques for the dis

semination of information. The internet was starting to play an interesting role 

for individual advocacy groups. In Myanmar, for example, reports were actu

ally being posted on the net by the ethnic minorities, who already had their 

own web sites. In Peru, returnee associations had their own web sites. The data

base was also setting up a network ofNGOs interested in IDP protection. By 

providing a section on best practices, it enabled the smaller NGOs to discover 

what other organizations were doing in different countries and in different sit

uations. This was a step in the direction of complementarity. The database was 

focussed provider of information, providing the right information, in man

ageable quantities, speedily. Only public infor mation was included and the 

database did not attempt any analysis. 

NRC was also working on a training project with UNICEF. Several 

training modules had been developed to promote the guiding principles on 

IDPs, which had become an ideal vehicle for discussing internal displacement 

at a local level. Seminars were organized, with the participation of national and 

local officials, local international field staff, and IDPs themselves, at which, 

using the guiding principles as a basis, attempts were made to define what an 

IDP was. One result was to empower IDPs by informing them of their rights, 

which they had been ignorant of before. Governments could also be unaware 

of these rights, and this could be among the causes of violations. 

NRC was also pursuing the IASC Training Project to develop a new set 

of seven modules for the UN on IDPs. Separate organizations within the 
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IASC were responsible for the preparation of modules. NRC was preparing 

an introduction and a definition, while HCHR was establishing the legal 

framework. UNOCHA was working on the institutional framework and the 

role of coordination as it related to IDPs. UNICEF was covering humanitar

ian principles, such as neutrality and impartiality, and gender questions. UNDP 

was dealing with preventive strategies, and UNHCR, protection during dis

placement. Thus, all IASC members were working together on a single prod

uct.This was obliging them to reflect on their roles in relation to the other or

ganizations and on how to improve coordination among the organizations. 

P h 
hu 

by Mr Bo Viktor Nylund ( UNICEF) 

Mr. Bo Viktor Nylund ( UNICEF) spoke principally about the Reference 

group on human rights and humanitarian action. This group had been 

disseminating information on International human rights and humanitarian 

law and refugee law, but was also studying the collection of good practices in 

the field of human rights and humanitarian action. The joint UNICEF and 

OCHA project was based on four country missions; the first two, which had 

already been carried out, were to Kosovo and Sierra Leone, while the second 

two were to Sudan and Mghanistan. Mter the completion of the latter mis

sions, there would be inter-agency discussion to agree on the ty pes of exam

ples which should be listed. 

As examples of good practices, Mr. Nylund referred to cases in Sierra 
Leone, where a WFP project to deliver food assistance to schools made delivery 
dependent on the proportion of girl pupils in the schools being at least 30 per 
cent, and where Action Aid operates a "mobile peace unit", which visits rural 
areas, deliver goods, and disseminates information on peace agreements. In the 
terms of the "protection framework", this was responsive action. However, the 
drivers employed in this project were in fact ex-combatants, thus, by helping 
groups who faced difficulties in re-enter society, the action was also remedial. 
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by Ms Sylvie Giossi-Caverzasio (ICRC) 

The need for a protection training project for situations of armed vi

olence and conflict had become apparent throughout the workshop dis

cussions, since NGOs were becoming increasingly involved in protection in 

the field. 

The project would involve a large degree of cooperation, and would not 

depend solely on the ICRe. Ms. Sylvie Giossi-Caverzasio, project manager, 

gave further information on the ideas behind the project. 

The characteristics that would be useful in a new training progrannne on 

protection in armed conflicts would include, among other things originality 

(no duplication), and a practice-based and evolutive approach. 

The objectives should be to increase protection awareness in humanitar

ian action in situations of armed conflict by enhancing the knowledge and skill 

of humanitarian and human rights workers in protection issues. Three themes 

need to be emphasized: 

• the promotion of a common understanding of the protection aspects of 

humanitarian action; 

• the sharing of methodologies involved in protection activities; 

• the need to know and understand the various human rights and humanitarian 

organizations and their specific fields of action. 

A wide range of questions needed to be answered. The potential audience 

might be beginners or middle or top management, and they might be in the 

field or at headquarters. Should the programme be for trainers or specialists? 

The form of that it would take would depend greatly on this choice. It could 

be a publication, a field guide, a case-study manual, a learn-at-a-distance 

course, a web module, a training kit, etc. It could take the form of courses, sem

inars, or workshops. How would the participants be selected? How long 

should the course last? How should it be organized? 
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The participants indicated the following needs regarding training in the 

field of protection: 

• a training programme based on the four workshops would be a useful cata

lyst for organizations' internal training. Training should be targeted at managers 

field and at headquarters. Much of the material that would be needed already 

existed. The challenge was to find a way of presenting it and analysing it. 

• some organizations felt they needed to be better equipped to deal with the 

conduct of hostilities. 

• the training should clarifY how the notion of protection is used within vari

ous organizations, and enhance understanding of what it means to other or

ganizations. It was vital to have a better understanding of the protection con

text in which organizations were operating, and how various activities 

impinged on that context. 

• training could be given in information-sharing. A database on training ma

terials on protection could be also useful. Organizations' field staff regularly 

collected information, which could have protection implications, about health, 

food security, access to services, etc. Protection awareness was lacking. 

• an expert in protection could provide training to individual organizations. 

• a need was felt for the human dimension - for training to be given by one 

person to groups brought together specifically for that purpose. 

11 
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Chapter VI 

Conclusion and future prospects 

The last part of the workshop was devoted to discussions on the outcome of 

the meeting and follow-up for future action. 

Compared with the previous workshops, the structure of the fourth work

shop had helped to prevent over-abstraction, by presenting case studies as well 

as the model, and thereby grounding theor y in reality. 

This fourth workshop presented another key concept resulting from the 

entire process:" complementarity mapping". This conceptual model is a tool 

to identifY activities and clarifY the terms of strategic complementarity. It 

should help organizations to share strategic approaches and optimize action on 

protection. 

Regarding the growing role ofNGOs in protection, the primary and fore

most responsibility for protection lay with State and non-State entities: NGOs 

could perform a watchdog function in this sphere, but were not equipped to 

provide protection itself. NGOs did not provide protection, but sought 

to have it provided by the authorities capable of doing so. There was 

danger that the more seminars, workshops and training that were held on the 

subject, the more the impression would be given, especially to donors, that hu

manitarian organizations were willing to provide protection. It was impor

tant that a ver y clear message be given that humanitarian organizations were 

not providing protection themselves. 

Concerning" complementarity mapping" , the risk that it might unduly lead 

to a division of labour was underlined. This would have the perverse effect of 

reducing individual responsibility, through relying on others to perform cer

tain tasks. An excess of rigidity was therefore to be avoided. It was crucial to 

work on complementarity mapping with the clear assumption that huma

nitarian and human rights organizations had to encourage States (or non-State 
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entities) to adopt a responsible attitude and meet their obligations. If they 

failed, then it would become necessary to decide how to become involved and 

how to provide direct services, without causing the authorities to lose all sense 

of responsibility in the humanitarian field. To prove effective and useful, con

cepts underlying humanitarian work had to be rooted in the real world and 

take into account the political interests of States and institutions. 

To avoid becoming alibis for governments, humanitarians should systemat

ically make it clear that substitution work was normally the result of 

failure on the part of the authorities to assume their responsibilities. 

It was noted that a large share of real protection of victims of conflict and 

natural disaster could be provided by local people. This dimension was lacking 

from the workshop process. There should have been more participation by na

tional NGOs. A mechanism to involve a larger audience would bene

fit the process. 

The following topics were proposed for discussion at a future workshop: 

• the dissemination and sharing of analysis and information; 

• the notion of neutrality, which the ICRC linked strongly to impartiality, 

but which some NGOs viewed differently.The topic could also be broadened, 

by discussing impartiality, independence and core humanitarian principles, 

rather than neutrality alone. It was remarked that although the workshop 

process had helped to clarifY frequently used terms in several areas, the ques

tion of neutrality, impartiality and independence still required work. This 

should be connected to concrete case studies; 

• how to deal with some of the constraints to actual cooperation on the 

ground. This would involve looking at real examples of how the organizations 

worked alongside each other. One of the constraints was a difference in atti

tude to neutrality, independence and impartiality ; 

• the notion of "perception": how an organization perceived itself, or was 

perceived, on the ground, how it fulfilled its duties, what attitude it adopted. 

How NGOs were perceived by governments and warring factions; 

• the notion of "humanitarian space"; 
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• the fifth workshop could discuss a real situation in which everyone was in

volved. Theories could thus be applied to practical reality. It might also be use

ful to go through the previous workshops to seek out a nar rower area on 

which to focus; 

• the complementarity map: different organizations might be encouraged 

to give their position on the complementarity map, possibly by dividing the 

workshop into three working groups. This might reveal gaps in the map, and 

present solutions filling these gaps; 

• participants expressed the need for a report of the workshop which would 

reflect both the discussions and the present position of humanitarian organi

zations.They also felt that the moment had come for a synthesis of the work 

accomplished over the four-year period. The protection framework had 

been presented to the headquarters of some organizations by the participants 

themselves, and it would be very useful to have a summary of the four-year 

process, to further its appropriation by individual organizations and translation 

of the protection framework into their cultures, allowing them to adapt it to 

their own terminology and sphere of reference. 

The synthesis report should crystallize the achievements of the whole work

shop process: 

• the reflection on a common understanding of the term "protection"; 

• the definition of a common protection framework; 

• the drafting of ethical guidelines for protection work; 

• the drafting of professional standards governing humanitarian action in the 

field of protection; 

• the identification of professional dilemmas, and methodology tools to deal 

with them; 

• the compilation of links with other protection initiatives. 

All participants agreed that the workshop process initiated in 1996 was an 

important forum for reflection on protection. This process appeared to be a 

precious tool in this field, and this reflection should be shared with other 

organizations working in protection. 

I 
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Annex 1 

Case study on remote control: humanitarian action in the northern 

Caucasus 

This paper has been compiled from public sources. 

During the summer of 1999, the northern Caucasus region entered into an

other major military, political and humanitarian crisis.Mter armed groups from 

Chechnya entered Daghestan territory and took up positions on the border, 

Russian Federation troops launched a military operation. Mter several weeks 

of fighting on Daghestan territory, federal troops regained control and posi

tioned themselves along the bor�er with Chechnya. 

A military campaign into Chechnya was initiated by federal troops in early 

October.This campaign followed a series of bomb explosions in Moscow,Vol

godonsk and Buinaksk which left more than 300 people dead. The stated in

tention of the military operation was to eliminate armed groups which were 

accused by the authorities of being responsible for the above-mentioned bomb 

attacks. Russian troops quickly gained control over the northern part of 

Chechen territory and other regions in the south. At the beginning of Febru

ary, the war reached a turning point when rebels decided to leave Grozny. 

n h  

In Chechnya, the ongoing military confrontation has driven approximately 

450,000 people away from their homes. According to the Ingushetia migration 
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service 265,000 persons first found refuge inside Ingushetia, although some 

40,000 to 80,000 of them went back to the northern areas of Chechnya, con

trolled by federal forces. Some 150,000 persons are reportedly displaced in

ternally within Chechnya while others can be found in Daghestan, North Os

setia and Kabardino-Balkaria. The situation is difficult in these region as the 

authorities and communities have had to welcome newly displaced persons 

during a time of economic hardship. Displaced persons do not have sufficient 

access to basic supplies and depend on humanitarian aid for survival. In the 

frontier regions assistance to the displaced has been carried out by a handful 

of humanitarian organizations working under strict security arrangements. 

Needs remain considerable despite of all efforts made to assist the displaced. 

In Chechen territory, some 20,000 to 40,000 civilians have been unable 

to leave the conflict zones, especially around Grozny. There are between 

100,000 and 150,000 displaced people within Chechnya. Thousands of peo

ple are reported to be wounded or dead and many have been captured. The 

massive destruction of infrastructure has exacerbated the needs of those 

remaining within Chechnya. 

In Daghestan, the fighting in August forced 30,000 people from their 

homes. Over 20,000 have since returned home but the region has recently had 

to absorb some 10,000 to 20,000 newly displaced persons. 

There are also more than 5,000 Chechen refugees in Georgia. 

h 

Since 1997, most NGOs have withdrawn to Ingushetia or North Ossetia ow

ing to severe security problems inside Chechnya. Those that maintained a pres

ence in Chechnya operated with a reduced logistics capacity. Operations were 

carried out through local staff and transient expatriate personnel until the sum

mer of 1998, when expatriate personnel withdrew from Chechen territory. 

While present in Chechnya, NGOs faced the following problems: 

Security problellls for their personnel - theft, banditry, kidnap

pings with ransom demands. Between 1995 and 1999, the humanitarian com

munity in Chechnya suffered more than 60 serious security incidents such as 
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numerous armed robberies, house intrusions, and hijackings. International aid 

workers became the targets of a kidnapping industry. In 1995, a team of Amer

ican aid workers were kidnapped in southern Chechnya and disappeared, and 

a Finnish aid worker was executed after being seized by Chechen bandits. In 

December 1996, six ICRC delegates were murdered. In 1997, MSF decided 

to leave Chechnya after the kidnapping and release of two expatriates. In 1998, 

a UN expatriate in the region was taken hostage for several months. In 

May 1999, an ICRC delegate was kidnapped and held for more than two 

months. 

Security problellls for hUlllanitarian personnel due to fighting. 

Russian troops have launched air and ground attacks against Chechen guer

rilla and security is not guaranteed for humanitarian workers (because of air 

strikes, shelling, etc). Aid organization vehicles clearly marked with emblems 

of humanitarian organizations have come under fire. 

Lack of understanding and acceptance of humanitarian activities among 

the Chechen population. 

Frequent challenging of the legitimacy of humanitarian action.Accusa

tions of partiality and espionage. 

Given the above problems facing humanitarian action in Chechnya, is the 

presence ofNGOs at all possible? How can NGOs operate in the area?What 

kind of presence could they have there? What kind of action? 

Is it possible to carry out protection activities without a presence in the 

field? If so, which activities, and how should they be carried out? 

How can information be obtained, and how can it be verified? What use 

can be made of the information? 

I 
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Case study on "forced relocation": humanitarian action 

in the Great lakes 

This document is compiled from public sources. 

The Great Lakes region of Africa is undergoing a period of profound instabil

ity, and many countries are in the midst of conflict. Several parts of the re

gion have been caught up in a vicious circle of insecurity, violence, and dis

placement. Some of the recent population movements have taken place as a 

result of violence and civil war. Believing their life and liberty to be in immi

nent danger, massive numbers of people have abandoned their homes and 

crossed the border into another country, hoping to find safety there. All too 

frequently, armed groups have infUtrated the civilian camps and carried out 

training activities or recruitment. This has generated new forms of insecurity 

(the militar y or guerillas threatening refugees, humanitarian workers - who 

are attempting to provide them with protection and assistance - and the lo

cal population). Population displacements have also been deliberately provoked 

or engineered by the parties to armed conflicts, with a view to furthering their 

political and military interests. 

The conflicts in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) and Angola 

have exposed the authorities and communities of the region to influxes of 

refugees, particularly in Zambia and Malawi. Thousands of refugees fleeing the 

DRC have sought asylum in the Kigoma region.Thousands more continue to 

flee the violence in Burundi. Tanzania is sheltering Congolese, Burundian, and 

Rwandan refugees . .  
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In southwest U ganda, many people continue to live in camps set up as part 

of the government policy to group the rural population around trading cen

ters protected by the army. By the end of the year, an estimated 400,000 out 

of a total of 500,000 displaced people countr ywide were housed in camps of 

up to 40,000 people each.As a result, farmers often had limited access to their 

fields and were therefore not always in a position to cover their family's nu

tritional needs. Moreover, the places in which the displaced people gathered 

had poor hygiene and health facilities and were unable to meet the needs of 

such large numbers of people. In addition to the displaced population, U ganda 

continues to host 170,000 Sudanese refugees in the north of the country and 

16,000 Rwandan, Congolese, Somali, Ethiopian and Kenyan refugees in the 

west and southwest. 

The term "forced relocation" has come to be used to designate the phenom

enon affecting populations in areas where there is rebel activity. People have 

been required to leave their homes and move to camps guarded by armed 

forces. Typically, the civilian population is given a deadline by which they have 

to make their way to a designated relocation site; anyone remaining in the hills 

after the deadline expires is considered as a potential military target. This pol

icy was implemented on a large scale in the Great Lakes region early in 1996: 

hundreds of thousands of Hutu civilians were forced to leave their hills and re

main confined to camps, thus creating a new category of displaced persons 

known as" regroupes". 

The living conditions in the camps are very difficult. Authorities have gen

erally not provided enough assistance to allow evens minimum standards to be 

met. Camps are overcrowded and unsanitary, and nutrition depends on the in

ternally displaced having the possibility to work the fields. Movement is gen

erally restricted. Moreover, displaced persons are exposed to various forms of 

intimidation and attacks. 

The relocation policy is presented by governments as a temporary measure 

aimed at protecting the population against violence, hunger, and illness. They 

allege that the population has moved into the camps voluntarily. 
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n 
Since 1996 an estimated 520,000 people have been gathered into 170 camps 

in central Burundi. In addition, 330,000 persons are presently grouped to

gether in 53 camps in the hills around Bujumbura. Meanwhile, some 300,000 

Burundians have taken refuge, mostly in neighbouring Tanzania. Large num

bers of displaced people are unable to return to where they came from because 

their homes and property have been destroyed and they fear for their safety. 

The internally displaced suffer very poor living conditions and are exposed 

to severe threats to their physical security. 

Urban water-supply systems throughout most of Burundi remain under

developed. The national water board lacks resources to maintain water-sup

ply schemes. 

There are some 13,000 unaccompanied children in Burundi. Owing to un

safe working conditions, it is difficult to set up an effective network of contacts 

with the aim of restoring links between separated family members. 

h 

Hazardous security conditions have prevented many NGOs from working 

freely throughout the country. Humanitarian personnel and operations have 

in some cases been subjected to harassment, intimidation, and outright attacks. 

In June 1996, three ICRC delegates were murdered during a relief operation 

in Burundi. On 12 October 1999, nine people, including the UNICEF rep

resentative in Burundi and a WFP logistics officer, were murdered in Burundi's 

southern Rutana province. Despite having access to the camps, humanitarian 

workers have great difficulty working there. 

The way NGO policy and operational choices regarding relocated popu

lations are perceived by the conflicting parties also needs to be taken seriously. 

NGOs are therefore faced with a dilemma. 
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• 

Internally displaced persons are entitled to the full range of protection pro

vided for international humanitarian law, human rights law, and also domes

tic law, since they remain in their own country. 

NGOs are divided on the issue. Some have decided to work in the camps 

in order to respond to the needs of the civilian population living there. Oth

ers have decided to abstain from doing so in order not to appear to give their 

backing to the forced relocation policy. What are the consequences of these 

choices? 

How to respond to needs and verify at the same time for humanitarian aid 

that the rights of displaced people have been respected? Are these two tasks 

compatible? Should they be assigned to different organizations? 

To what extent is international law (international humanitarian law, human 

rights law) operationally relevant when addressing this issue? How can the 

NGOs devise strategies and implement actions that are coherent both in legal 

and humanitarian terms? 

I 
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14.00 -14.30 

14.30 -15.15 

15.15 -16.30 

16.30 -18.30 

09.00 -09.45 

09.45-11.00 

11.00 -12.30 

14.00 -14.45 
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Programme of the Workshop 

Wednesday 16 February 2000 

First day 

Registration of participants 

WelcOlue 

Statement of objectives of the workshop process by 

Ms Danielle Coquoz, Head, Central Tracing Agency 

and Protection Division, ICRC, Chair of the workshop 

Keynote address by 

Ms Franyoise Krill, Deputy Director of Operations, ICRC 

"The involvement of the Military in humanitarian 

activities: challenges and consequences" 

The case of the Balkans, presentation by 

Ms Danielle Coquoz, Head, Central Tracing Agency 

and Protection Division, ICRC 

Mr James Darcy, Emergencies Coordinator, OXFAM 

Discussion 

Thursday 17 February 2000 

Second day 

"Action in remote control" 

Humanitarian action in the northern Caucasus, 

presentation by Mr Bertrand Kern, Head of Operations 

for Eastern Europe, ICRC 

Mr Peter Tarambula, Surgeon, MDM 

Working groups 

Feedback and discussion 

"Forced relocation of populations" 

Humanitarian action in the Great Lakes, presentation by 

Mr Christoph Harnisch, Deputy Delegate General 
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14.45 -16.00 

16.00 -17.30 

for Africa, ICRC 

Mr Fabien Dubuet, Legal adviser, MSF France 

Working groups 

Feedback and discussion 

Friday 18 February 2000 

Third day 

09.00 - 09.45 "The protection framework in practice: the example 

of unaccompanied and separated children", 

presentation by Ms Olga Villarrubia, Deputy Head, 

Central Tracing Agency and Protection Division, ICRC 

09.45 - 11.00 "Complementarity mapping", presentation by 

Mr Jacques de Maio, Deputy Head, Central Tracing Agency 

and Protection Division, ICRC 

Discussion 

11.00 - 12.30 "Institutional initiatives in the field of protection" 

- Reach-out project and the refugee training project, 

presentation by Ms Margaret Green, 

14.00 - 15.45 

15.45 - 17.00 

Director, Protection U nit, IRC 

-The Global IDP project, presentation by Mr Marc Vincent, 

Coordinator, NRC 

Discussion 

"Institutional initiatives in the field of protection" 

(continued) 

- Reference group on human rights and humanitarian 

action, presentation by Mr Bo Viktor Nylund, 

Humanitarian Principles Project Officer, UNICEF 

- Protection training project, presentation 

by Ms Sylvie Giossi-Caverzasio, Project Manager, ICRC 

Discussion 

Concluding remarks on the workshop 

by Ms Danielle Coquoz 

Discussion on future prospects 
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